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Introduction 
 
 
 
 “But when a young lady is to be a heroine, the perverseness of forty surrounding families 
cannot prevent her. Something must and will happen to throw a hero in her way” (Austen 7). 
In Northanger Abbey, Austen not only parodies Gothic fiction, but all romantic heroines and 
novels. Nineteenth century novels, if they have a female protagonist, deal with courtship and 
marriage, as these were the most important events in a young middle-class woman’s life. 
What a modern audience has come to expect from a nineteenth century female protagonist is 
the wit to please an audience, the intelligence to make the right decisions, and the eventual 
marriage to the right man. Of course, there are exceptions to this pattern, but this is the easy 
stereotype that modern readers fall back on: young girls with a quest to marry, sometimes 
marrying advantageously. This paper investigates two Victorian protagonists who differ in 
one important way from the leading ladies mentioned above. The heroines come from the 
masterpieces of two of the most significant female Victorian writers, George Eliot (1819-
1880) and Elizabeth Gaskell (1810-1865). Dorothea Brooke is the central female character of 
Eliot’s Middlemarch (1872), as Molly Gibson is of Gaskell’s Wives and Daughters (1865). 
Dorothea and Molly differ from their fellow Victorian heroines because they deserve the title 
‘heroine’ in more way than one. 
 The epithet of ‘heroine’ can be applied to all female protagonists, thereby losing some 
significance (Abrams 159). For the purposes of this study a distinction has to be made. I will 
divide up the group into protagonists; chief characters on a quest they may or may not be 
aware of, and heroines, who consciously endeavour to fulfil their heroic cause. Heroines have 
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a personal philosophy or moral code to help others. This distinction and its definitions are 
explained in greater detail below. Assuming that Dorothea and Molly are heroines in the 
distinct sense of the word, how do Eliot and Gaskell frame and explore the notions of female 
heroism in the mid-nineteenth century? Moreover, in the culture of the time, what is female 
heroism? These central questions immediately raise others, such as ‘how does their heroism 
develop?’ and ‘what fates do the heroines receive?’ These questions invite exploration of the 
importance of education, social pressure, and morality. They also show the vital role realism 
plays in both novels, with regards to how the writers depict the importance of money, 
patriarchy and the formation of female societies. Though realism as a literary concept is 
difficult to define, I will do so in my discussion of theories and definitions (Kearns 25). I will 
argue that the contemporary mid-nineteenth century heroines in Gaskell and Eliot’s 
masterpieces are not dramatic or romantic, but realistic. They demonstrate the struggle to 
apply idealism in a deterministic, realistic world.  
 Dorothea and Molly do not share an identical moral code. In part, this is because of 
their personalities, but their backgrounds influence their philosophies too. For example, Molly 
is middle-class, while Dorothea is a wealthy lady. Dorothea has money to spend on others 
through charity, but Molly can only influence her own life and actions. To best compare and 
contrast their heroism, this paper follows the heroines as they develop. Chapter 1: The Tools 
Available investigates what advantages both girls have had in their lives, their personalities 
and budding philosophies. Chapter 2: External Influences examines the effect of the father 
and mother figures, sisters and social circles of the heroines. Chapter 3: Heroines in Action 
investigates their hardships and the heroines’ response to them, ending with an appraisal of 
their respective fates. Before defining my theoretical framework and contemporary notions of 
female heroism, however, it is important to look at the heroines’ authors. Gaskell and Eliot’s 
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literary reputations are markedly different; something which has had widespread effects on 
the way the female heroism in their novels has been understood. 
 
 
Critical Reception  
 
When I started this comparative study on Middlemarch and Wives and Daughters, I was 
struck by the absence of research in this field. It seems that the critical reception of the two 
authors plays a crucial role in creating this absence. To me, the books seem an obvious choice 
for comparison because they are so similar. The two writers were both middle-class women, 
contemporaries even, and these novels have both been considered to be the particular author’s 
masterpiece. Their novels are both historical, as they look back to the start of the nineteenth 
century. The reader is reminded not only by explicit mention of dates, such as “five-and forty 
years ago” but also by more subtle observations such as “her straw bonnet, (which our 
contemporaries might look at with conjectural curiosity as at an obsolete form of basket)” 
(WD 2 & MM 50).  
 The novels also share roughly the same setting and story. The action rarely leaves the 
small collection of villages that is either Middlemarch or Hollingford
1
, and focuses on a 
young woman’s life. Dorothea and Molly are similar in their quaintness, intelligence, and 
angelic morals. Meanwhile, the stories branch out to interlace the lives of all the other 
inhabitants, of all social classes
2
, as they interact and discuss the social issues of the day. 
Considering these resemblances between the two novels, both written by writers who Virginia 
Woolf lists in her opening paragraph of A Room of One’s Own as two of Britain’s seven great 
                                                          
1
 The exception is Dorothea’s failed honeymoon in Rome. 
2
 Apart from the obvious social spheres, even the amphibious category of doctor, somewhere in between 
gentility and middle class, is examined in both novels. 
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female writers, the lack of comparative study on them seems odd (Woolf 3). The two novels 
seem to positively invite it. A possible explanation for the lack of comparative research may 
lie in the issue of authorship. Whereas the novels seem alike, the above comparison ignores 
the question of critical reception. In that aspect the two authors could hardly be more opposed. 
 George Eliot, as her male name suggests, led an unconventional life. Even before 
Mary Ann Evans adopted her pseudonym, she had already translated the critical Strauss’s Das 
Leben Jesu, Kritisch Bearbeitet (Maertz 11). Without university education, she became fluent 
in German and was very much aware of the major currents of thoughts outside of England, a 
rarity at this time – especially for a woman (Maertz 12). In travelling and living together with 
the married Lewes, she gave up her place in accepted society and underwent “social death” 
(Maertz 15). Despite this, her novels seem to have been recognised as great fiction from the 
start, as this 1882 review claims: “as far as we know [. . .] her position was established from 
the moment when she first found her natural utterance”3 (Oliphant 701). In his investigation 
of the critical reception of Middlemarch, Peng detects a certain apprehensiveness in some of 
Eliot’s contemporary reviews, and a temporary lull in her popularity. Her descriptions of 
moral characters leave too little for the reader to judge, but mostly her tragic vision on the 
condition-of-man shocked her audience (Peng 215). However, the critical reception period 
after the Victorians, which Peng calls ‘Modern,’ was truly delighted by her minute attention 
to psychological portrait-painting (217). Woolf famously heralded Middlemarch as “one of 
the few English novels written for grown-up people,” and it has only become more strongly 
rooted in the canon of English literature over time. Eliot has been given the place in literary 
culture which she should have been able to enjoy without shame in her own lifetime. 
 Elizabeth Gaskell led a very different, because conventional, life. Married at twenty-
two to a Unitarian church minister, Gaskell had two children, one still-born, before she 
                                                          
3
 Other positive reviews from Victorians are Edward Dowden’s “George Eliot”, Contemporary Review (August 
1872), Richard Hutton’s review in Spectator (December 1872) and Henry James’ review in Galaxy (March 
1873). 
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published her first poem (Easson xxxiv). Although Unitarians were a minority, Gaskell’s 
marriage did not restrain her from forming acquaintances and friendships with Anglicans. 
Gaskell had four more children, and published three works under a pseudonym. However, 
after just one year of use, she dropped her pen-name and started publishing under her own 
name with Mary Barton (Easson xxxv). The book was “an overwhelming success” which 
“opened the doors to the literary world” (Davoudzadeh 5). In the following years, Gaskell met 
literary giants like Charles Dickens, for whom she would write, William Wordsworth, and 
Charlotte Brontë, who became an intimate friend. Gaskell, a respectable married woman, 
could move in circles where Eliot was shunned. She was immensely popular, and her 
contemporaries admired not only her stories, but also her keen insight into political economy. 
They pointed out that “Gaskell was an apt pupil, if not an expert [of political economy]” 
(Langland 132).  
 A critical article or book on Gaskell will always add another paragraph at this point. 
This paragraph deals with her priorities. The critic, interested enough in Gaskell’s work to 
write a book or essay on it, makes one thing very clear: she was a wife and a mother first, 
writer after. Factual and harmless enough as this may seem, the information is always 
conveyed in a condescending tone. Consider the following statement: “She was first of all a 
wife and mother, well adjusted to her environment with no deep complexes lurking inside her 
nature” (Davoudzadeh 6). Or the slightly kinder remark from Easson:  
After a day being the woman and the housewife she would set to writing, or on 
holiday retire to her room. [. . .] Whatever time she could find or make, if all 
duties of house and home were done, she spent in writing once she was 
established by her first novel, Mary Barton. She was never a professional 
writer in the way of Dickens or George Eliot, earning a living through writing. 
(42)  
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It seems perfectly logical that Gaskell could only write when she found time, but calling her 
an amateur seems unnecessary when “earning a living through writing” is exactly what 
Easson has informed us she did do: she contributed to the famous family residence Plymouth 
Grove and secretly bought a home for herself and her husband in Alton, Hampshire (4). She 
wrote quickly and published many short stories to support the family income. By ignoring this 
crucial motivation for her writing, Gaskell’s work is reduced to the status of amateur 
scribbling. 
 Another difference in our perception of Gaskell and Eliot concerns their education. 
Like their heroines, both strived to become educated. Eliot, the intellectual, lived with men 
who became her mentors (and lovers), and had a decent education out of other forms of 
literary mediation than a university degree (Maertz 12). Gaskell, too, received an education 
which she had to supplement herself. Gaskell went to a Unitarian school, with a mistress with 
conservative ideas about what young ladies should learn (Easson 20). She learned literature, 
history, French, Italian, and a little German
4
 (Easson 20). Later, she travelled to the continent 
like Eliot. Her novels Mary Barton and North and South prove that she was aware of the 
problems in factory towns, a complicated subject involving the opposing forces of 
landowners, mill-owners and factory workers. She studied theology, and discussed her 
Unitarian religion at length in her letters (Easson 12). Like Eliot, she shows a grasp of human 
nature that is compassionate but clear.  
 The question remains why there is such a contrast between our ideas of the two 
writers: Eliot is rightly regarded as an intellectual of great power, but Gaskell is continually 
typecast as the kindly but ignorant matron. In his book on Gaskell’s work, MacVeagh states: 
“Her main aim was to tell interesting and convincing stories which would compel attention 
                                                          
4
 Mrs Barbauld, Gaskell’s school teacher, was opposed to the notion of girls learning Greek or Latin, because 
unnecessary in the life of a wife and mother (Easson 19). Exactly those subjects constituted ‘a good education’. 
In Wives and Daughters, the only women who know Latin are the peer’s daughters of the Towers (WD 12). In 
Middlemarch, Dorothea yearns to be taught Greek and Latin, because “Those provinces of masculine knowledge 
seemed to her a standing-ground from which all truth could be seen more truly” (MM 78). 
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for their own sake; their issues and implications, if they entered her head at all, were of 
secondary importance to her” (8). On her two major state-of-England novels, Mary Barton 
and North and South, Davoudzadeh remarks: “Whether Mrs Gaskell grasped [the later 
political tension between the North and South] so quickly, is difficult to say. [. . . ] It would 
assume an intellectual analysis of political theory for which Mrs Gaskell seems ill-fitted” 
(27). This last assumption is particularly absurd, as Gaskell’s writing a novel about the 
tensions between North and South England is the ultimate proof that she was acutely aware of 
such tensions.  
 The source of these patronizing comments seems to be Gaskell’s 1848 preface to Mary 
Barton: “I know nothing of Political Economy, or the theories of trade. I have tried to write 
truthfully; and if my accounts agree or clash with any system, the agreement or disagreement 
is unintentional” (38). Instead of seeing this as an invitation to assume ignorance (or even 
stupidity) on Gaskell’s part, it should be read as a disclaimer, so common it has a name: the 
modesty topos. This device allows the author to use self-deprecation as an antithesis to the 
truth in his book (Kazhdan and Sevcenko 1). Gaskell’s preface echoes Bunyan’s famous 
disclaimer in his introduction to Pilgrim’s Progress, two centuries before: “Art thou for 
something rare, and profitable? | Wouldest thou see a Truth within a Fable?” (8). Whereas 
Bunyan is instructing upon the way to eternal salvation, his disclaimer is much more 
confident than Gaskell’s, a strategy which seems to work. Few can attest the correctness of 
Bunyan’s ‘Truth’, yet Bunyan is not categorically typecast as an amateur writer. Meanwhile, 
Gaskell’s expert knowledge in “the field of cotton industry, both in approach to the problems 
and in fictional skill” is commonly accepted (Easson 62). It seems difficult to combine this 
account of her expertise with such patronizing remarks as seen above, yet it is achieved in 
nearly every book on Gaskell. 
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 These condescending appraisals of Gaskell’s intellect, strikingly, go hand in hand with 
placing ‘Mrs.’ before her name. This was the norm in her own time, but the practice remains 
to this day, apparently joining in with her reputation as a kindly matron (Easson 25). Modern 
critics usually leave out the honorary titles of well-known writers. Brontë, Eliot, Austen, they 
are all just that: famous names without indications of marital status. It is even more 
unthinkable to insist to refer to Dickens as “Mr. Dickens” in all studies in his novels. Yet 
more studies on Elizabeth Gaskell use ‘Mrs. Gaskell’ than the neutral ‘Gaskell’. Even critics 
who try to reinstate Gaskell as “a novelist whose contributions to the art of the novel are equal 
to those of the masters” persist in calling her Mrs. Gaskell (Davoudzadeh 7). Thus, the 
straightforward explanation of her simply not being one of the famous literary giants, where 
surname alone is enough, is insufficient. This insistence on referring to her as a wife and 
mother seems unconscious, but its signals the same devaluation of Gaskell’s consequence as a 
serious writer by referring to her gender and marital status. These things should not influence 
our reception of her works, but they do. 
 The effect that the modern valuation of Gaskell as a ‘wife and mother first, writer 
second’ has had on our reading of her works is quite widespread. It not only inspires critics to 
treat Gaskell as if she did not ‘grasp’ the contents of her own novels; it also affects her 
recognition as an important Victorian writer. Contemporaries praised Gaskell for a clear eye 
for human nature, and predicted critical acclaim a century later: “Let Mrs. Gaskell’s novels be 
read after the lapse of a hundred years, and one feels that the verdict delivered then would be 
that they were penned by a true observer – one who not only studied human nature with a 
desire, but a capacity to comprehend it” (Smith 212). Sadly, Smith was too optimistic: Gaskell 
has moved a place down in the literary canon. Her books are still printed, but she is no longer 
listed as one of the seven Victorian female writers, as Woolf valued her. Her capacity to 
understand human nature, as Smith phrased it, is severely doubted: “She could express what 
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she thought and felt better than the average Englishwoman of her day; but she did not think or 
feel more than they did” (Cecil 201). In short, Gaskell now suffers from her reputation as a 
conventional Victorian wife. 
 Meanwhile, Eliot’s star has only risen since the nineteenth century. She is praised in 
every book on Victorian fiction, and deservedly so. Whereas her contemporaries had to get 
used to the psychological portraits in her novels, modern critics love the complexity of her 
works. To better understand the notions of female heroism portrayed in the novels, I will 
attempt to demonstrate that these opposing critical receptions are of great importance. 
Presuming anything on the part of the author may lead to oversights in reading their books. 
Gaskell especially deserves a closer look than has been given to her in the last hundred years 
of critical scholarship. Our strong presumptions on the characters of the writers may cloud the 
judgement with which we review their heroines. For example, it is too easy to designate 
Molly as the stereotypical Victorian Angel because her creator is characterised as something 
similar. 
 
 
Theoretical Framework 
 
The theories and concepts I will use to work out my research question need to be defined. The 
ways in which the words ‘heroine’ and ‘realism’ will be employed are vital to the central 
thesis. As mentioned above, this essay will refer to protagonists as the central character of a 
novel, the one who the reader follows as he or she moves through the plot (Abrams 159). The 
difference between a protagonist and a heroine will be the following: a protagonist is a term 
for the main character in a story. A heroine has a heroic belief, a personal conviction of her 
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own making. Her heroic belief is, in Dorothea and Molly’s case, a strong sense of altruism. 
As will be shown, their heroic readiness to help others manifests itself mainly in self-sacrifice.  
 Dorothea and Molly are not super-heroines or wonder-women. Instead of great 
physical strength, they have great mental strength to stick to their beliefs. Instead of fighting 
armies or villains, they battle personal trials. Their power lies in their personal philosophy 
about moral obligations, and their belief in an ideal world. This essay will argue that Dorothea 
and Molly also step away from the well-known conceit of the romantic heroine. They are part 
of two books whose very subtitles signal their connection to the ordinary: Middlemarch: A 
Study of Provincial Life, and Wives and Daughters: An Everyday Story. Their two heroines, 
then, are not dramatic or romantic heroines, but realistic heroines. They step away from the 
fairy-tale romance plot because they are practical, and deal with harsh, unsentimental 
problems. Through them, Gaskell and Eliot explore the relationship between altruism and 
practical value. The following chapters will support that claim at length, while addressing the 
problem whether or not it is possible for a girl in mid-Victorian society to be a heroine.  
 Before that, however, I will clarify what I define as realism. In this study, it is more 
than an author’s attempt to produce “direct prose, focusing on the surface details, common 
actions, minor catastrophes of a middle-class society” (Kearns 23). It is true that “the basic 
ideal of the movement was and is rigorous objectivity,” but the underlying theories behind 
that statement are subtler than this statement suggests (Stoneman 103). Nineteenth century 
realism, as found in Middlemarch and Wives and Daughters, is closely interwoven with 
‘determinism’ (Larkin 2). Indeed, Gaskell and Eliot were both determinists, although they 
interpreted its implications differently (Larkin 89, 180). Determinists believe that “no 
phenomenon, be it a person, a thought or an event, could have an autonomous existence that 
owed nothing to its antecedents and surroundings” (Larkin 175). Therefore, everything is a 
result of previous conditions or actions, and even the choices available to a person are 
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“dependant on circumstances that lay beyond his power or control” (Larkin 176). However, 
determinism does not always entail an immediate refuting of ‘free will’: some determinists 
(such as Eliot and Gaskell) did believe free will had a place in life. They believe that free will 
exists, though it has to operate in the system of causality. Indeed, some critics argue that Eliot 
gives free will a more prominent place in her novels than determinism: “The key to her 
determinism lies in her refusal to discount the human will” (Levine 269). I will show how 
important the mixture of determinism and human action is in both novels. In short, though 
determinists do believe free will exists, its power should not be overestimated, since it is 
present in a system where all possible outcomes are predetermined (Larkin 176).  
 An important dilemma for nineteenth century realists was how to merge the concept of 
determinism with the question of morality: “Literary realism has the question of human 
decency in mind and it sees threats to the ecology in which this decency may be enacted” 
(Kearns 25). Gaskell explored this theme in Wives and Daughters, as Eliot did in 
Middlemarch: she “was at pains to show how determinism and a concept of morality could be 
reconciled (Larkin 176). For example, if the poor are born poor, deterministic theory predicts 
that they will stay that way. Interfering with the cosmic system of determination, i.e. by 
giving the poor money, would be morally correct but of little value. Both Gaskell and Eliot 
question this rigid line of reasoning. Their novels show that debate is possible: some realists 
agree that material (as opposed to spiritual) aid will help the poor, as well as giving the 
benefactor a sense of achievement (Larkin 177). This sense of satisfaction in a good deed may 
be a silent motivator of Dorothea and Molly’s heroism. However, Gaskell and Eliot challenge 
this assumption by exploring genuine altruism and its place in reality. I will attempt to show 
that they give free will a position of power with the determinist worldview. 
 This study of the representation of heroines will draw upon the insights feminist 
theory provides. An economic feminist reading of the heroism of two young women 
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highlights the necessary tools they need to achieve their goal, or to practice their beliefs. 
Virginia Woolf’s classic A Room of One’s Own addresses the necessity of money and space in 
order for genius to flourish. Following Woolf, it is possible to examine the economic freedom 
needed for Dorothea and Molly’s heroism to thrive. Cynthia once bitterly says: “Money 
matters are at the root of it all” (430). 
 Equally important to the material requirements is the psychological independence 
necessary for female heroism. Especially in texts in which the idea of fate and uncontrollable 
circumstances play a big role, external influences deserve a closer look. The recent study 
“The Confidence Gap” (2014) by Katty Kay and Claire Shipman investigates the indirect 
effect of gender-patterned roles on young women. It is interesting to see that this article, one 
hundred and fifty years after Eliot and Gaskell’s time, is concerned with a gap that is also 
present in the two novels. The study comes from modern Western society, but it is also 
applicable to a society where women and men were not equally educated. For information on 
the workings of the female societies of the Victorian age, I will use Joan Perkin’s book 
Victorian Women (1994) and Elizabeth Langland’s Nobody’s Angels (1995) amongst others. 
Perkins provides a detailed study of the ordinary lives of Victorian women, based on 
historical evidence. Langland reviews readings of Middlemarch and Wives and Daughters, 
and adds thought-provoking interpretations. She is one of the few critics who negate the ‘evil 
stepmother’ figure commonly associated with Mrs Gibson. Both Langland and Perkins 
concern themselves with separating the myth from the truth, one through history and one 
through literature, which makes them invaluable in studying two realist novels. 
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Chapter One: The Tools Available 
 
In this chapter, I trace Dorothea and Molly’s heroism to its origins. Eliot and Gaskell gave 
their protagonists some tools or attributes, psychological and material, which enabled them to 
become heroines. Equally as important as the available tools (such as money, in Dorothea’s 
case) are what they lacked in their childhoods. For example, Molly’s development of her own 
moral philosophy was the indirect result of her mother’s death. The available resources, 
together with the gaps in education and personal weaknesses, form a complex image of the 
young heroines. This complexity makes Dorothea and Molly into more realistic heroines, 
because it shows their faults and mistakes as well as their strengths. I will discuss three 
components of the two girls’ formative years: personality, education and personal philosophy.  
 The authors start by describing their protagonists’ personalities. These are of a 
passionate nature before they conform to societal rules. I will argue that to balance this 
ardour, both girls also possess a readiness to make peace. Later, with the passionate side of 
their character subdued, the peaceful side becomes more prominent. The second component is 
the education the girls received. Depending in part on the funds available, but mostly on the 
views of the girls’ guardians, these educations were both much more limited than Dorothea 
and Molly wished. Dorothea especially struggles for more knowledge, and sees marriage to 
Casaubon as the way to obtain it. The third component is the product of the girls’ combined 
personality and education. It is the set of rules that the girls have devised for themselves to 
become the best people they can be. It is the personal philosophy that was created in these 
formative years, and which defined the heroism of the two girls in adolescence.  
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 I will demonstrate that the selfless moral code that is formed in these years makes the 
girls possible heroines. It does not guarantee heroism, but is the most important tool to 
become a heroine, rather than a protagonist. Their personal philosophies are coupled with a 
sense of vocation which makes the girls want to enact their moral code. For example, though 
Dorothea is frightened of her husband, she still confronts him about his wrong treatment of 
Will Ladislaw. At that time, her sense of duty activated her moral code. Whether or not this 
calling for active heroism is actually allowed to manifest itself becomes clear later in life, 
when circumstances demand heroism. The three components, or building blocks of heroism, 
then, are the tools available to Dorothea and Molly when hard times hit them. 
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1.1 Personality 
“[her] passionate, ideal nature demanded an epic life” (MM 31) 
 
Eliot and Gaskell, as realist authors, strove to give their characters believable personalities. 
Their character traits and temperaments are presented “to their readers as the very stuff of 
ordinary experience” (Abrams 174). Making angelic personalities such Dorothea and Molly’s 
believable is difficult, but the portrayal becomes complicated by circumstance. Their 
personalities are evasive objects of study, because Dorothea and Molly were taught at a young 
age to conform to a strict standard of behaviour. Thus, the writers make a distinction between 
the girl’s conduct before and after they acquired codes of behaviour. At the start of the 
nineteenth century, Lady Muriel Beckwith said of her own education: “signs of individuality 
in the young, if observed, were firmly nipped in the bud” (Perkins 30). Molly and Dorothea, 
too, find themselves checked in their natural impulses. This is not necessarily a negative 
development, as any society needs rules to function properly. In considering Molly and 
Dorothea’s individual personalities, however, it is important to observe them before and after 
they have become ‘cultured’.  
 In other words, I am dealing with the nature vs. nurture distinction. Molly’s nature is 
passionate, but her governess teaches her to hide it. Molly’s passion does not disappear, but 
she learns it is socially unacceptable to voice strong opinions. Nurture, then, is the influence 
that Molly’s governess has on her. I have tried to devote this chapter to nature only, to 
unrestricted impulses, as much as can be found in the novels. Chapter Two: External 
Influences will discuss nurture; the social influences that have an effect on Dorothea and 
Molly in detail. What make Dorothea and Molly have the potential for heroism are their 
believable characters. If they had merely had angelic temperaments, they would not have been 
realistic. It is the mix of good and bad character traits which fulfils the realist author’s “duty 
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to the everyday and the ordinary” (Kearns 3). This means that both girls have the angelic traits 
associated with female heroism, but these traits are grounded by more human characteristics 
or faults. 
 Dorothea Brooke’s unfettered nature can only be seen in the first chapters of 
Middlemarch. She is described as “open,” “unconstrained” and “impulsive” (MM 36, 84, 
345). Casaubon is attracted by her “nature which was entirely without hidden calculations 
either for immediate effects or for remoter ends” (68). Although she never loses her honesty, 
she learns to hide her feelings during her marriage. This closing up of her open nature, (a 
protective reflex, which saves her much grief in her marriage) happens gradually. During their 
courtship, and indeed in his letter of proposal, Casaubon promises Dorothea that she may 
“supply aid in graver labours,” a duty which Dorothea yearns for (63). However, during their 
honeymoon in Rome, she is “gradually ceasing to expect wither former delightful confidence 
that she should see any wide opening where she followed him” (183). These openings, to 
Dorothea, are the gateways of knowledge, which lead to wisdom. Back in Lowick, it is only 
with “pleading insistence” that Dorothea gets the most menial tasks in the library (244). 
Dorothea’s sense of duty to help her husband impels her to aid him despite his reluctance, but 
she realises he does not fulfil his promise to her. She learns not to confront her husband about 
it, but she senses the injustice: “Had she not been repressing everything in herself except the 
desire to enter into some fellowship with her husband’s chief interests?” (189)  
 The restriction that her marriage places on Dorothea becomes clearer still when she 
meets Will. Will is interested in what fascinates Dorothea, while “the matter-of-course 
statement and tone of dismissal with which [Casaubon] treated what to her were the most 
stirring thoughts” soon silences Dorothea (MM 182). But whenever Will and Dorothea speak, 
her open nature returns, and she becomes impulsive and childlike again. Dorothea and Will’s 
marriage comes about because they are open to each other: “we may at least have the comfort 
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of speaking to each other without disguise” (621). Dorothea’s true nature, then, is constricted 
for a good part of the novel.  
 Dorothea’s model is Saint Theresa, as described in the Epilogue. Her “passionate, 
ideal nature demanded an epic life: what were the many-volumed romances of chivalry and 
the social conquests of a brilliant girl to her?” (MM 31). Interestingly, Eliot thus draws a 
distinction between epic heroines and romantic heroines: the first exists in real life,
 
the latter 
only in novels.
 5
 Thus, in the epilogue of Middlemarch, the reader is prepared for a real 
heroine, such as found in Spain three centuries before. And indeed, Dorothea is a modern 
Saint Theresa. She is beautiful, but not self-admiring (36). She has a theoretic mind, and is 
very religious (34). She even studies theology (36). She is active in her benevolence, as her 
zeal in building new cottages for her uncle’s tenants demonstrates (53). She is passionate, and 
easily angered, but she “never kept angry for long together” (65). To complete the saintly 
picture, Dorothea is characterised as a “sweet woman” whose “bent” is to create happiness 
from “the wealth of her own love” (183). 
 Although these characteristics are angelic, Dorothea is by no means perfect. Her 
younger sister Celia has always regarded “Dodo” with “a mixture of criticism and awe,” and 
knows Dorothea’s faults (40). Many of these can be seen at work when the sisters divide up 
the jewels their mother left them. Dorothea’s flair for drama exhibits itself when she needs to 
open the jewel-box. “‘But the keys, the keys!’ She pressed her hands against the sides of her 
head and seemed to despair of her memory.” (38). Dorothea shows a “strong assumption of 
superiority in her Puritanic toleration” (38). Determined as she is not to wear “trinkets,” 
Dorothea tries to “justify her delight in the colours by merging them with her mystic religious 
joy” (39). This shows not merely a blindness to her own faults and feelings, but also an active 
defence mechanism that tries to fuse together a perfectly natural desire (for jewels) with 
                                                          
5
 Saint Theresa of Avila (1515-1582) was a mystic and Doctor of the Church in Spain (Maertz 31 note 1). 
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censorious morals. She even takes pleasure in this censure: “she felt that she enjoyed [riding] 
in a pagan sensuous way, and always looked forward to renouncing it” (36). Dorothea takes 
more pleasure in giving up a hobby than in indulging in it.  
 However, these are not Dorothea’s biggest flaws. In the first chapter, this description 
of her character forebodes every trial that Dorothea will have to pass through: “... she was 
enamoured of intensity and greatness, and rash in embracing whatever seemed to her to have 
those aspects; likely to seek martyrdom, to make retractions, and then to incur martyrdom 
after all in a quarter where she had not sought it” (34). In other words, Dorothea’s passion and 
blindness made her a self-sacrificing prey to anyone with greatness, imagined or otherwise. 
There is a certain aspect of egoism about her behaviour too, since (in the beginning at least) 
“self-fulfilment is her prime objective” (Larkin 179). Casaubon, of course, is the great person 
alluded to. Eliot reminds us that Casaubon “had not actively assisted in creating any illusions 
about himself” (181). This wild devotion, blind to its own motivation, is what tempers 
Dorothea’s perfection, and what makes her a realistic heroine. Whilst alienating us by her 
infatuation with Casaubon, Dorothea invites our sympathy with her weakness. 
 Molly Gibson has the same balance between ethereal qualities and human faults that 
makes her eligible for heroism, yet keeps her grounded in reality. In contrast to Dorothea, 
who is eighteen years old when the narrative starts, we start to follow Molly’s development 
from when she is twelve years old. This allows us to see her personality in full before external 
influences tempered it.
6
 Unlike Dorothea, Molly is not immediately singled out as a potential 
heroine. On the contrary, she is a quaint-looking girl, with no unusual hopes or goals for a 
twelve-year-old. But Gaskell narrates one important day in her childhood, so show all of 
young Molly’s defining characteristics, good and bad. Going to The Towers, to the local 
aristocratic family’s yearly party, is the event of the year for young Molly (W&D 2).  
                                                          
6
 In Molly’s case, by a variety of mother figures. (see Chapter Two) 
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 At the imposing Towers, she gets lost and falls asleep under a tree (12). Hyacinth 
Clare, her stepmother-to-be, discovers her, puts her to bed, and forgets to wake her up. This is 
a mirroring of Hyacinth’s later treatment of the adult Molly. Molly is described as painfully 
“shy and modest,” and reluctant to place blame (23). However, when she is chastised for 
oversleeping, she keenly feels the injustice of it (21). Molly’s quick assessment of Hyacinth’s 
true nature shows she is “capable of deep insight into the realities of human nature” 
(Davoudzadeh 68). She does not act on her strong sense of justice, however, as The Towers’ 
grandeur overwhelms her. There lies a difference between Molly and Dorothea: Dorothea, 
accustomed to wealth, would not be daunted by scenery or charm like Molly. Molly, at last, 
steps up and shows her courage when she thanks the grand Lady Cumnor for her stay (23). 
Finally, she is rewarded by a reunion with her father: she “burst out crying, stroking his face 
almost hysterically as if to make sure he was there” (23). To make him proud, she was calm 
and brave, and she only showed her age when she returned home. 
 Molly is the town’s favourite. She “has the sweetest disposition in the whole world” 
and is quick to place any blame found at her own feet (239). She constantly thinks of others. 
Like Dorothea, she has a passionate nature, though from Molly “it might have been the least 
expected” because it rarely shows (33). Molly learns at a much younger age than Dorothea to 
curb her passionate outbursts. This confuses her, because she defended justice (34). Molly, 
then, is loyal, has a strong sense of justice, strong morals, and is very obliging. As soon as she 
hears of a friend in need, she aids them. But therein also lays her weakness. She has too much 
“quiet selflessness” for her own good (Easson 186). When she wants to go to The Towers, she 
says: “Please, papa – I do wish to go, - but I don’t care about it” (6). Her father hits the nail on 
the head when he replies: “I suppose you mean you don’t care to go, if it will be any trouble 
to get you there” (6). This dread to inconvenience others grows as Molly ages, and when she 
is a young adult, her heroic helpfulness remains, and the combination almost consumes her. 
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When caring for others, she forgets to take care of herself, and becomes seriously ill (614). 
Molly’s heroic nature is brought back down to reality by her very body, which cannot bear the 
same burdens as her mind. 
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1.2 Education  
“She wished, poor child, to be wise herself” (MM 78) 
 
The principal characteristic of Dorothea and Molly’s education is that there was little of it. 
Although both received ‘an education,’ the authors leave little doubt about its quality. Though 
there were schools in Victorian England, many were of poor intellectual and academic quality 
(Gardner 360). I am interested to see if this lack of a thorough education impedes the 
realisation of their possible heroism. Virginia Woolf, in A Room of One’s Own, not only 
stresses the importance of a woman’s own space and own fortune to be able to write, she also 
stresses the importance of education. Her famous fantasy of Judith Shakespeare, the talented 
sister who “was not sent to school” as William was, illustrates this idea (Woolf 55). Woolf 
explains why Judith could never have written well: “All the conditions of her life, all her 
instincts, were hostile to the state of the mind which is needed to set free whatever is in the 
brain” (Woolf 59). Similar reasoning could be applied to Dorothea and Molly’s heroism, 
which is still captured in their brains. 
 Dorothea’s lack of education impedes her potential heroism. Dorothea’s education is 
described as a “toy-box history of the world adapted to young ladies” (95). Her uncle and 
guardian can be counted upon “to act with benevolent intentions, and that he would spend as 
little money as possible in carrying them out” (34). His views on female education do not 
facilitate Dorothea’s learning: “Well, but now, Casaubon, such deep studies, classics, 
mathematics, that kind of thing, are too taxing for a woman—too taxing, you know” (78).This 
meant that Dorothea and Celia had been educated “on plans at once narrow and promiscuous” 
(34). Joan Perkins, in her study of Victorian life, reports that Dorothea’s story is by no means 
exceptional. A girl’s education was less about knowledge than it was about “keeping the girls 
innocent about sex and uncontaminated by contact with girls from the lower orders” (Perkins 
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27). Consequently “girls did not learn enough to engage their attention and render it an 
employment of the mind” (28). This is exactly what happens to Dorothea.  
 Dorothea, though fervently Puritan, no longer learned anything from praying, as 
“praying heightened yearning but not instruction” (95). She looked for a new way to 
illuminate her life. Here, Eliot introduces the metaphor of light as knowledge: “What lamp 
was there but knowledge?” (95). Sadly, Dorothea’s thirst for knowledge fixes upon Casaubon 
as its fount. Dorothea, who wants her husband to be her teacher too, “blends her dim 
conception” of both marriage and “the higher initiation in ideas” together until she cannot 
separate them (95). When she realises that the light she looked for cannot be found in his 
mind’s “anterooms and winding passages which seemed to lead nowither,” she is already 
married (181). Casaubon’s “jealousy of disposition”, stimulated by Will Ladislaw, attempts 
further to bar Dorothea from any knowledge (193). During their courtship, he taught her 
Greek, but he stops after they marry. Dorothea has shown “an offensive capability of criticism 
[of his work]” which he does not want to fuel by giving her more insight his research, or even 
by teaching her the classic languages (302). Dorothea is kept from even being able to 
calculate the efficiency or cost of her beloved cottages for want of any serious education. 
Most importantly, if she had had access to knowledge, she would not have had to turn to 
Casaubon. 
 Molly Gibson’s education, too, was meagre. Molly’s father, the village doctor, 
chooses hers. Like Brooke, he obstructs Molly’s power of action in impeding her learning. 
When Molly turned eight, Gibson hired Miss Eyre,
7
 a governess, to act as a chaperone. His 
view on learning is conservative:  
Don't teach Molly too much: she must sew, and read, and write, and do her 
sums; but I want to keep her a child, and if I find more learning desirable for 
                                                          
7
 The governess is called Miss Eyre, a reference to the famous creation of Gaskell’s good friend Charlotte 
Brontë. It is no coincidence, then, that this Miss Eyre is the one who teaches Molly to contain her passionate 
nature, because she knows, “from home experience, the evils of an ungovernable temper” (W&D 34). 
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her, I'll see about giving it to her myself. After all, I'm not sure that reading or 
writing is necessary. Many a good woman gets married with only a cross 
instead of her name; it's rather a diluting of mother-wit, to my fancy; but, 
however, we must yield to the prejudices of society, Miss Eyre, and so you 
may teach the child to read. (W&D 32)  
This order might be construed as a jest on Gibson’s part, as his character is so likeable that it 
is difficult to imagine – for a modern audience – that he would deny his daughter education. 
In fact, Gibson is doing what most middle-class fathers would have done; high school 
education for women did not become standard until the second half of the nineteenth century 
(Gardner 366). Furthermore, Gibson’s fancy about ‘mother-wit’ was no jest. Perkins shows 
that Victorians feared the causal link between female education and motherhood. As late as 
1860, doctors declared that “higher education would make it difficult for a woman to conceive 
and bear a child. Social thinker Herbert Spencer said educated women would not be able to 
suckle their babies” (Perkins 40). This shows that Gibson is serious in his instructions to Miss 
Eyre, who “honestly tried to keep Molly back in every other branch of education [than 
reading and writing]. [. . .] It was only by struggling hard, that bit by bit Molly persuaded her 
father to let her have French and drawing lessons” (32). 
 Molly expresses an interest in her father’s medical library, as she has the same thirst 
for knowledge and natural curiosity as Dorothea. She tries to read them, but they were 
“inaccessible to her, being kept in the surgery, but every other book she had either read, or 
tried to read” (33). Molly was “daunted by her father in every intellectual attempt,” but still 
battles on (33). She befriends Roger Hamley when he consoles her by “interesting her in his 
pursuit, cherishing her first little morsel of curiosity, and nursing it into a very proper desire 
for further information” (124). Thus, Molly begins her independent study of natural history 
and anatomy. Amongst others, she reads books about cell structure – a possible metaphor for 
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her search for structure in her own life. The scientific amateur Lord Hollingford condescends 
to remark about her: “She is intelligent and full of interest in all sorts of sensible things; well 
read, too—she was up in Le Règne Animal – and very pretty!” (279, 311). However well read 
Molly may be, her personal education is not easy. When Roger asks Molly about her progress 
in a particular book, we see exactly what Woolf meant by the necessity of having a room of 
one’s own. “I’m afraid I haven’t read much. The Miss Brownings like me to talk; and, 
besides, there is so much to do at home before papa comes back; and Miss Browning doesn’t 
like me to go without her. I know it sounds nothing, but it does take up a great deal of time” 
(175). Molly is constantly demanded elsewhere; since she is not studying for a profession, but 
should make do with ‘mother-wit,’ she is not allowed to study consistently. 
 Molly is impeded in her potential heroism by her father’s conservative views. Her 
heroic abilities lie in giving aid, nursing people, caring for them. If Saint Theresa is 
Dorothea’s model, Florence Nightingale is Molly’s.8 Molly would have been an even better 
nurse – or doctor – if her father had allowed her into his scientific study, or had treated hers as 
a serious intellect. When Osborne Hamley dies of an aneurism, her father brushes her queries 
aside with “Something wrong about the heart. You wouldn’t understand if I told you” (584). 
This is unjust; Molly, at eighteen, would have no trouble understanding the concept. Mr 
Gibson seems to be pretending that Molly is younger and more ignorant than she is, just to 
keep her his little girl. Molly does not only have self-taught knowledge: some comes from 
instinct. Her intelligence is described as “the light coming into her eyes” which is followed by 
“the presage of an instinct” (113-4). Gaskell, like Eliot, uses light as a metaphor for 
understanding. Molly yearns for education like Dorothea does, but unlike Dorothea, she does 
not immediately marry the first scholar she meets.
9
 Still, her difficulty in acquiring 
                                                          
8
 Florence Nightingale (1820–1910), English nurse and medical reformer. Ironically, Nightingale was taught by 
her own father, who had extensive knowledge of classics and philosophy (Perkins 30). 
9
 Although, of course, she does marry Roger Hamley in the end. 
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knowledge, thwarted by her father and later by the lack of her own room, bars her from 
becoming a Florence Nightingale. 
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1.3 Personal philosophies 
“Preconceived opinions, foregone determinations, are all I have at this hour to stand by: 
there I plant my foot.” (Jane Eyre Chapter XXVII) 
 
What I call Molly and Dorothea’s moral code, or personal philosophy, is the product of their 
personality and education. It is a self-made set of rules that they follow in order to be the best 
person possible. This idealism makes them memorable as literary characters, just like another 
famous heroine (quoted above): Brontë’s Jane Eyre. Jane Eyre’s moral rules about adultery, 
her “foregone determinations,” are the same type of code as Eliot and Gaskell’s heroines 
have. In this study of the girls’ heroism, these codes are vital, because their personal 
philosophies are what make them possible heroines. Their personalities alone would have 
made them good, smart and interesting protagonists. It is their active concern about and 
practice in morals, however, which makes them heroines. Their philosophies, complete with 
code of behaviour, not only carry them through hardships (as they did Jane Eyre), but actually 
make productive action possible during crises. Therefore, the moral codes are an important 
device to keep the plot moving whilst revolving around its heroines. Although the girls were 
influenced, they actively and consciously shape their philosophies themselves.  
 Dorothea says: “even when I was a little girl, it always seemed to me that the use I 
should like to make of my life would be to help some one who did great works, so that his 
burthen might be lighter” (304). This is the core of Dorothea’s ambition; aiding a great man in 
his work. Her education, she argues, is necessary because “it would be my duty to study that I 
might help him the better in his great works” (51). Her personal philosophy, coupled with an 
unacknowledged thirst for knowledge, is the motivation of her marriage to Casaubon. She 
interprets him “as she interpreted the works of Providence” (68). In other words, she sees 
marrying Casaubon not only as her life’s mission, but as a divine calling. Lydgate, used by 
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Eliot as a mouthpiece, calls Casaubon her “heroic hallucination” (592). Dorothea explains her 
moral philosophy to Will: “By desiring what is perfectly good, even when we don’t quite 
know what it is and cannot do what we would, we are part of the divine power against evil – 
widening the skirts of light and making the struggle with darkness narrower” (326). 
Therefore, Dorothea is always eager to help anyone, as she sees herself as part of the mystic 
struggle between good and evil. 
 Molly’s personal philosophy, though it has the same self-sacrificing quality, is not as 
spiritual as Dorothea’s.10 Molly devises a practical strategy to be good when her father 
remarries. Like Dorothea, Molly has a sort of calling in helping others, which prompts her to 
use her personal philosophy. Molly’s vocation, helping others, is already there: her life’s 
“mission” is “to set the world right” (362). Early on in the story, however, Molly is very much 
aware of choosing her own philosophy to enable that vocation. Roger Hamley is the one who 
advises her to “think of others before yourself” (120). Molly first disagrees, and insists that “it 
will be very dull when I shall have killed myself, as it were, and live only in trying to do, and 
to be, as other people like” (139). She knows that thinking of others before herself “meant 
giving up her very individuality, quenching all the warm love, the keen desires, that made her 
herself. Yet in this deadness lay her only comfort; or so it seemed” (138). In short, when her 
stepmother comes into her life, Molly decides that future happiness lies in effacing herself. 
She does so to help her father, more than her stepmother. And when she has decided to follow 
her personal philosophy, she makes it her life’s mission to keep doing so.  
 An important aspect of Dorothea and Molly’s heroic philosophies is that they are both 
conscious of having them. Dorothea values her personal philosophy highly: “I have found it 
out, and cannot part with it” (326). Molly, too, knows that she will neglect her own feelings in 
caring for those of the people around her, but it seems the best way forward. Interestingly, this 
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 It is interesting that with Eliot, a self-proclaimed atheist, and Gaskell, a devoutly religious Unitarian, their 
respective heroines are the exact opposite in their spirituality: Dorothea is zealously Puritan, while Molly hardly 
mentions religion.  
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similarity leads to the next similitude in the girls’ moral codes. Both believe in strict divisions 
between right and wrong, good and evil. Molly cannot comprehend that effacing herself is a 
debatable virtue: since it will “spare her father any discord”, it must be the right thing to do 
(380). As I will show in Chapter Three, Gaskell uses the plot to gently educate Molly in this 
respect. Molly is terribly concerned with the ‘right thing,’ but she has yet to learn that there is 
not only black and white, but grey also: “It was a wonder to Molly if [her father’s] silence was 
right or wrong. With a girl’s want of toleration, and want of experience to teach her the force 
of circumstances, and of temptation, she had often been on the point of telling her stepmother 
some forcible home truths” (380). This ‘force of circumstances,’ a major theme in Eliot’s 
novel, is something that Dorothea must learn to cope with, too. She is convinced that in any 
dilemma, “the right conclusion is there all the same, though I am unable to see it” (53). Like 
Molly, she has “an ardent nature which turned all her small allowance of knowledge into 
principles,” leaving no room for a moral grey area (180). This difficulty in differentiating 
right and wrong mirrors the difference between idealism and realism which both books 
explore. 
 Both girls, then, qualify as possible heroines. They are not perfect, but both possess 
the necessary tools to become heroines. It is interesting, therefore, that Dorothea is always 
identified as a tragic heroine of rural England, while Molly is usually seen as a 
straightforward “right-thinking girl, less psychologically interesting than other characters [in 
the novel]” (Craik 247). W. A. Craik claims that Molly “is endowed with no outstanding 
qualities of mind or heart” (245). This claim, contradictory to my own reading of the novel, is 
supported by the statement “she makes no spiritual or moral progress to wisdom” (246). I 
argue that Molly’s conscious formulation of her own philosophy is the start of her mental 
development throughout the novel. However, critics like Craik interpret Molly as merely a 
well-behaved little girl. In fact, Molly is read as the archetypical ‘angel in the house,’ a 
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woman “insignificant both in mind and body (Perkins 86). The importance of the chaste 
woman in Victorian culture is often overstated, Lesley Hall argues (432). This reading relies 
too heavily on a tired stereotype. As shown above, Molly is certainly intelligent, and has an 
outstanding moral compass. Her moderate intelligence, as Craik sees it, is actually a 
misunderstanding of the difference between ‘dumb’ and ‘simple;’ a difference that is 
important in both Middlemarch and Wives and Daughters. 
 Molly is often described as simple, but – crucially – not as stupid. Molly is “the 
shrewd, if simple girl” (173). Her father describes her as “a good, simple, intelligent little 
girl” (310). Simple, then, seems to mean ‘unaffected,’ and ‘unpretentious;’ not ‘of low 
intelligence’. Dorothea, too, is often referred to as ‘simple:’ “adorably simple and full of 
feeling” (191). Her simplicity is essential to her attractiveness as a heroine: “To ask her to be 
less simple and direct would be like breathing on the crystal that you want to see the light 
through” (307). Why, then, is the same characteristic interpreted as a flaw in Molly, but a 
charm in Dorothea? Why is Molly continually understood as a standard protagonist? 
 The answer partly lies in the authors’ guidance in this matter. Eliot states clearly that 
Dorothea is a contemporary St Theresa. Gaskell, meanwhile, stresses the everyday quality of 
Molly’s personality. However, it does not follow that Molly is not a real heroine; it just makes 
her an unlikely one. And the unlikelihood of Dorothea’s heroism is intrinsic to her being 
linked to a Spanish nun – the parallels continue. The difference in the critical readings of 
these girls, then, may lie in our perceptions of their authors. Critics embrace Dorothea’s 
heroism, but they scarcely see Molly’s. The idea of Dorothea as a realistic heroine fits in with 
our notion of Eliot’s life, while Molly is read as just another angel in the house, like her 
creator supposedly was. The critical assessment of Molly and Gaskell as being conventional 
and compliant is striking. Even more so is the inference drawn from that: that they cannot be 
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really intelligent. Gaskell’s mission to portray an every-day-heroine is successful: it has 
fooled critics into believing she is an ordinary girl. 
 Dorothea and Molly’s personal philosophies are both youths looking for a moral guide 
in life, and attaching themselves to the first they meet. The girls choose their moral codes at a 
young age, when neither are fine-tuned to the indefiniteness and complexities of moral 
situations. Therefore, their moral codes leave no room for compromise. In practice, this leads 
to the girls’ self-sacrifice in the name of duty. In linking these two heroines so closely, calling 
them both heroines rather than protagonists, I go against a more common reading of Molly 
Gibson as a nice but boring Victorian girl. The standard interpretation of Molly is not as a 
heroine, though she has the same defining characteristics. Molly sacrifices herself to be the 
nurse or helper of anyone who asks; Dorothea, on a more mystic level, sees marrying to 
Casaubon as a divine act of duty. With their personalities formed, education completed, and 
personal philosophies chosen, the young heroines face the world with one desire: to do good.  
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Chapter Two: External Influences 
 
The external influences that affect Dorothea and Molly come from their social surroundings. 
By external influences, I mean their families, neighbours; sometimes the whole of society. 
These influences come from the characters the heroines come into contact with, affecting their 
lives and how they employ their heroism. As these are determinist texts, outside influence is 
vital: it is a great component of the web of causality. Some individual characters are very 
influential and play a direct role in the forming of the girls’ heroism, such as Roger does for 
Molly. Some influences are subtler, and come from larger groups of people. Dorothea’s 
exclusion from her own family after her second marriage, for example, is not the work of an 
individual, but of the rules of decorum in upper-class Victorian England. Some of the most 
important secondary characters are the ones whom the heroines try to aid. Some only seem to 
serve as a comedic foil to the main narrative. However, all of the characters form part of the 
social forces that can applaud or condemn the girls’ heroism. External influences are 
important to the texts, because they bring the idealist heroic narrative of the girls into the 
deterministic realism of Victorian society.  
 This chapter investigates the ways in which the girls’ social circles influence, call 
upon and react to their heroism. There are three major groups of influences in Dorothea and 
Molly’s lives: their father figures, their mother figures, and their sisters. As indicated above, 
there are many more social influences which affect the girls, but these wider groups do not 
directly interact with the girls. Rather, they represent the indefinite social communities that 
obstruct the girls’ acting through unwritten social codes. For example, Molly’s months as a 
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social pariah were initiated by no one in particular, but exercised by every woman in 
Hollingford.  
 The fathers, mothers and sisters whom I will investigate are closest to the girls. In 
terms of plot structure, they are important because they demand or give help. They keep the 
plot moving because they interact with the heroines on several levels. For example, though 
completely different characters (in different novels), Casaubon and Cynthia both serve as a 
catalyst for important plot twists and key developments in the texts. They also force the girls 
to try the strength of their personal philosophies. After the girls’ heroic actions, their families 
and friends react to their actions. Molly and Dorothea get some recognition for their mental 
strength and excellent morals, but they also receive negative reactions. There is a difference in 
how this affects them: Dorothea is, overall, much less easily influenced than Molly. This is 
partly because Dorothea feels herself superior to everyone except Casaubon, and partly 
because Molly is more gullible. In addition, whereas Molly has female guidance to fall back 
on, Dorothea has none. In contrast to stereotypical valuations of Victorian female power, I 
will argue that such female protection was actually invaluable. 
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2.1 The Father Figures 
“Every young girl of seventeen or so, who is at all thoughtful, is very apt to make a pope out 
of the first person who presents to her a new or larger system of duty than that by which she 
has been unconsciously guided hitherto” (W&D 151) 
 
As shown in the previous chapter, Dorothea and Molly’s father figures have a massive impact 
on their development because they choose the girls’ education. Although both Mr Brooke, 
Dorothea's uncle, and Mr Gibson, Molly’s father, only acted in accordance with the norm for 
girls’ education in early nineteenth-century England, the education they arranged for was 
lacking. Gaskell’s quote, above, shows the core of that lack: an absent higher system of duty. 
This is a purpose or a system the girls need to keep their minds occupied, to give meaning to 
their lives. Both Dorothea and Molly lack this purpose, and both find a ‘pope’ to guide them. 
Young Molly has a strong bond with her father, who teaches her good morals. When he 
remarries, Hyacinth takes her place in the household. Molly is distanced from her father’s 
influence as a guide to life. Thus, when she meets Roger, he becomes a ‘pope’ to her, 
introducing “a new or larger system of duty” than that which her father had given her, and 
which she was losing sight of (W&D 151). In becoming Molly’s pope, Roger also becomes a 
father figure to her. Roger’s father, squire Hamley, is also a father to Molly – though in a 
simpler emotional way.  
 Dorothea finds several father figures as well, looking for her ‘pope’. Her biological 
father died early. Uncle Brooke becomes her guardian, but he does not show her any system 
of duty, moral or otherwise. This is what Dorothea is searching for when she meets Casaubon; 
it is what makes him her ‘pope’, as Roger is Molly’s. A system of duty is what she imagines 
Casaubon will give her: “It would be my duty to study so that I might help him the better in 
his great works” (51). When she has received that duty, she finds out that it does not give 
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purpose to her life, but that it is a burden: “...and from the enthusiastic acceptance of untried 
duty [she] found herself plunged in tumultuous preoccupation with her personal lot” (180). In 
short, Dorothea was mistaken in the system of marital duty. I am not only interested in the 
‘pope’ role of the several father figures, but also in the other ways in which they influenced 
Dorothea and Molly in their heroism, freedom and confidence. I will show that Will rejects 
the idea of taking advantage of Dorothea’s selflessness; Casaubon abuses this knowledge. 
Molly is so willing to help that all her father figures overtax her strength, overlooking her 
state of mind. 
 Dorothea’s relationship with Brooke, her guardian, is a curious mixture of familial 
love and indifference. They care for one another, but have little respect for each other’s 
opinions. Dorothea is able to overpower her uncle in her living without a chaperone, or in 
marrying Casaubon. She looks down on him in his management of his estate, and he has too 
little interest in religion for her taste. She has no respect for her uncle in the field that is most 
important to her: duty. Therefore, Brooke cannot teach or even inspire respect in Dorothea. 
Brooke, in his turn, cares for Dorothea but is prejudiced to a fault. He believes that tenants are 
simple, and women are silly. When Dorothea is pointed out to him as a possible secretary, he 
dismisses her eager help: “I cannot let young ladies meddle with my documents. Young ladies 
are too flighty” (43). Though this was but a “light remark” in Brooke’s mind, is painful to 
Dorothea. Although Brooke had no “special reason for delivering this remark,” he did it in 
front of Casaubon, whom Dorothea wishes to impress (43).  
 By treating Dorothea as a delicate young lady, who, in Brooke’s opinion, should not 
be burdened by serious subjects, he diminishes her self-confidence. I will use a recent study in 
sociology to show the importance of confidence or lack thereof. Kay and Shipman, in their 
study of the confidence gap between men and women, signal the difference between men and 
women’s confidence. Though equally capable, a man will always overestimate his own ability 
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for a task, and a woman will underestimate hers (Kay and Shipman). Considering this 
difference is “one of the most consistent findings you can have” in a study now (2014), when 
men and women in the Western world get the same education, it is not easy to underestimate 
the confidence gap between characters like Dorothea and Mr Brooke. The blame is not 
entirely at Brooke’s feet, of course, because the confidence gap is (and possibly was) a very 
widespread cultural phenomenon, but Brooke perpetuates it. Brooke’s fragmented speech is 
littered with little remarks like: “Young ladies don't understand political economy, you know" 
(41). This was in reply to Dorothea’s observation that “it is not a sin to make yourself poor in 
performing experiments for the good of all” (41). Because Dorothea’s humanitarian advice 
would mean spending money, he nullifies it. Eliot does not give Dorothea’s reaction to this 
remark, thereby suggesting that she is used to it. Indeed, Dorothea seems to agree with her 
uncle. When Brooke says: “We must not have you getting too learned for a woman, you 
know,” Dorothea complies with “There is no fear of that, uncle. I am very slow” (322). 
Dorothea’s confidence is fragile, and Brooke diminishes it. The confidence gap, so big for 
Dorothea, is what makes her place Casaubon on such a high pedestal. 
 Brooke’s major act as an influence in Dorothea’s life is arranging for her education. 
Had he given her a better education, which she so ardently longed for, she would not have 
sought the “lamp of knowledge” in a marriage to Casaubon. Had she not continually been 
reminded that young ladies should stick to “sketches, fine art and so on,” Dorothea might 
have believed that she was clever enough to find wisdom herself (90). However, believing she 
needed a mentor, which her uncle would not be to her, she turned to Casaubon. She wants him 
to be a father to her, as well as a husband: “the really delightful marriage must be that where 
your husband was a sort of father” (36). Sadly, Casaubon not only perpetuates the confidence 
gap, he widens it. When Dorothea utters a comment or suggestion to him that displeases him, 
he rebukes her in such a way that she is not only silenced, but also belittled. “Dorothea, my 
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love, this is not the first occasion, but it were well that it should be the last, on which you have 
assumed a judgement on subjects beyond your scope. [. . .] Suffice it, that you are not here 
qualified to discriminate” (313). Fearing for his fragile health, Dorothea learns to silence her 
retorts. Casaubon, whatever his faults, pays enough attention to recognise Dorothea’s 
heroism, and he takes advantage of it. Counting on her sense of wifely duty, he planned to 
make her promise to finish his book after his death. Before she can accept the task, making 
herself a pointless martyr, he dies. His legacy is the catastrophic will that complicates 
Dorothea and Will’s union. Casaubon’s influence on Dorothea, so ill chosen, reveals the 
practical results of a doting girl marrying to a selfish, jealous man. Yet Dorothea seems 
unable to stop looking for ‘popes.’ Dorothea finds her next and last ‘pope’ in Will. Will, too, 
recognises Dorothea’s heroic but vulnerable nature. Rather than abusing this knowledge, he 
makes it his chivalric duty to protect her. Although Will is a romantic character, he is aware 
of the vulnerability of Dorothea’s nature and the strength of Casaubon’s position in a society 
where wealth is more important in a marriage than affection. Furthermore, Will understands 
Dorothea’s struggle because he, too, was used to “the sacrifice of higher prospects” (307). 
 Molly’s father figures, unlike Dorothea’s, do not recognise her heroism right away. 
Molly quietly undergoes a lot of suffering without anyone noticing. Her father, the squire and 
Roger all overlook her in some way. Molly’s father, Mr Gibson, is central to her childhood. 
Mr Gibson decides that Molly must have a chaperone at all times, and somebody to keep his 
house in order. In short, he wants a second wife. The country doctor, usually so rational, 
commits a rash act by proposing after just one meeting. Hyacinth is a foolish but cunning 
woman, who fights like a household guerrilla (Easson 191). As explained above, she 
gradually pushes Molly away from her father. Gibson notices “how quiet and 
undemonstrative his little Molly had become in her general behaviour to him” (337). Though 
Molly longs to talk to her father about her stepmother, she does not: “Blind herself as she 
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would, she could not help perceiving that her father was not satisfied with the wife he had 
chosen” (430). Gibson “would not allow himself to become more aware of her faults and 
foibles by defining them;” therefore Molly must play dumb too (337). Indirectly, Gibson 
fosters his daughter’s self-effacing nature by making the whole household pretend he made 
the right decision. Gibson remains wilfully blind for years, but finally he acknowledges the 
mistake he made in marrying Hyacinth: “Mr Gibson had been compelled to face and 
acknowledge the fact that the wife he had chosen had a very different standard of conduct to 
that which he had upheld all his life, and had hoped to have seen inculcated in his daughter” 
(405). 
 Molly’s other father figure is squire Hamley. It is common knowledge to both families 
that the squire “looks upon [Molly] as a daughter” (256). This attachment was created during 
Molly’s stay at Hamley Hall, where she nursed Mrs Hamley. After the death of the eldest son, 
she nurses the father. Though the squire cares for Molly, he is careless in his treatment of her. 
He leans so heavily on her help that Molly gets seriously ill. When Gibson gives him the 
news, he says: “your Molly is liker a child of mine than a stranger; and I reckon we've all of 
us been coming too hard upon her” (612). Gibson knows it is true, and for once he admits it: 
“She has been overworked, and I’ve been a fool” (613). Molly’s sacrificial heroism gets its 
recognition, but only after she collapses. 
 Molly’s third father figure is Roger. More than her real father, he guides her through 
adolescence with his advice. Crucially, his role as ‘pope’ begins on the day her father tells her 
he will remarry. It is the breach of confidence and security “by her own father and the 
disturbance, emotional and mental, which sets Molly on an adolescent quest” for a new ‘pope’ 
(Easson 190). Roger’s advice is to think of others before yourself, and as explained in 
Chapter One, Molly takes this advice to heart. She admires his confidence in decision-taking. 
She falls in love with him, and has to watch him become engaged to her stepsister. When 
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Cynthia complains about the difficulty of Molly’s “standard of conduct,” Molly warns her 
that she will “find Roger quite as strict in his notions of right and wrong” (430). This 
strictness appeals to Molly, as doing the morally right thing fascinates her. Over time, Roger’s 
feelings for Molly change from brotherly to romantic love. He tells Gibson: “I only wish you 
could know what a different feeling this is to my boyish love for Cynthia” (677). Roger also 
helps to diminish the confidence gap that is in Molly’s nature (and fostered by her father), by 
teaching her natural philosophy. Molly has been studying this subject, so when she marries 
him, she can really be of help to him. In fact, it seems Molly will have the marriage of active 
duty and love which Dorothea hoped to have with Casaubon. 
 For a long time, both the girls’ guardians, Brooke and Gibson, underestimate the girls’ 
heroic natures. Brooke possibly never realises the intensity of Dorothea’s nature, as he is too 
afraid of “superior women” to investigate it (36). Molly gets reproved for her help to Cynthia 
while this behaviour is what Gibson indirectly taught her, by expecting her to silently aid him 
in his new marriage. Casaubon notices and takes advantage of Dorothea’s self-sacrificing 
nature. The reason that Molly’s friends discover her similar nature much later is probably 
Molly’s timidity. Next to being far less eloquent about her ideals, Molly also does not put 
herself in a visible position, as Dorothea does by marrying Casaubon. Nor does Molly ever 
complain about the work she does on behalf of others, though Dorothea’s suffering, also 
without complaining, is much more obvious. Dorothea’s tragic marriage to Casaubon gets her 
attention and Will and Lydgate’s sympathy, whilst Molly suffers heartbreak and exhaustion 
without ever speaking up about it. Still, both heroines finally get the recognition they deserve, 
and marry the man that appreciates their heroic nature. 
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2.2 Mother Figures 
“Why shouldn't you call her 'mamma?' I'm sure she means to do the duty of a mother to you” 
(W&D 181) 
 
Mother figures are very important to Dorothea and Molly, on more than a psychological level. 
In contrast to the stereotypical idea of the weak angel of the house-figure in Victorian society, 
women were not completely powerless. Legally, however, they were: Perkins shows how a 
woman was a father’s property when she lived with her parents, and when she married, she 
became part of her husband (90). Marrying meant becoming severely legally handicapped, 
although not many Victorian women were aware of that fact (90). However, women had other 
ways of exerting power (though the lower class women only in their own sphere). By giving 
Molly and Dorothea powerful mother figures, Gaskell and Eliot show the real ways in which 
a woman could exert power in the nineteenth century. Both texts feature aristocratic women 
who use their social standing to take “informal political action” (Richardson 186). Such a 
mixing of social and political activities was usual for both aristocratic and middle-class 
women (Richardson 186).  
 In addition, educated middle class women had a say in whom they wanted to marry, 
and in the marriages of their daughters. Especially upper-class women had power over their 
inferiors, because the confidence gap that plagues Dorothea and Molly hardly affected them. 
The aristocratic girls learned “self-confidence, an ability to rise to any occasion, and an 
unquestioning belief in their right to social rule” (Perkins 31). In short, the upper-class women 
believed in their sovereign power over the people under them – a belief the lower classes 
tolerated, as they were in no position to refuse help (Perkins 206). This is why the two most 
important mother figures in Dorothea and Molly’s lives are aristocratic women: they believe 
in their own power and ability, and are not afraid to voice their opinions. 
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 Dorothea, an orphan, has no influence from her biological mother. The next female 
role model in her life seems to be Madam Poinçon, a Swiss teacher. Although very religious, 
Madame Poinçon’s only lasting influence on Dorothea seems to be a superficial affectation of 
manner. When Celia expresses an interest in her mother’s jewels, Dorothea responds to her 
with “an air of astonished discovery animating her whole person with a dramatic action which 
she had caught from that very Madame Poinçon” (38). This copying of her mannerisms shows 
the importance Dorothea placed on Madame Poinçon as a mother figure. Apart from this 
external influence there is only one other woman in Middlemarch who watches over 
Dorothea, but she is largely ignored. It is Mrs Cadwallader, a “lady of immeasurably high 
birth” married to the parish rector (69). She has exactly that sense of being entitled to social 
rule which Perkins reports, as she “believed as unquestionably in birth and no-birth as she did 
in game and vermin” (MM 75). Marrying far below her station does not curb her right to rule 
– only blood matters. She takes a great interest in Dorothea’s marriage (because she is 
gentry), and her unexpected marriage to Casaubon annoys her: “She was the diplomatist of 
Tipton and Freshitt, and for anything to happen in spite of her was an offensive irregularity” 
(76).  
 Mrs Cadwallader is a voice of reason throughout the book, but is ignored – not only by 
the men; also by Dorothea. Time and again, her forebodings about the imprudence of 
Dorothea’s surroundings and decisions come true. Mrs Cadwallader is the one who advises 
Brooke to “secure some middle-aged lady as guide and companion to his nieces” (36). 
Because Brooke fears living with “the sort of superior woman likely to be available for such a 
position,” he ignores this advice (36). Such a chaperone might have presented just the system 
of higher duty that Dorothea sought in marrying Casaubon. Mrs Cadwallader predicts 
Dorothea’s unhappiness in a marriage to Casaubon: “Mark my words: in a year from this time 
that girl will hate him. She looks up to him as an oracle now, and by-and-by she will be at the 
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other extreme” (98). Cadwallader is also the one who sees Dorothea and Will’s attachment 
coming, and warns Brooke of it. However, she is ignored again. When told of their 
engagement, she exclaims: “You see, Humphrey! Another time you will admit that I have 
some foresight; or rather you will contradict me and be just as blind as ever” (624). In 
summary, Cadwallader is the only woman who is smart enough, and pays enough attention, to 
understand Dorothea’s character. She is a true realist, because she is willing to accept the 
importance of sexuality – she sees that Will and Dorothea desire each other. She even has the 
confidence to tell her friends about it. Her advice is valuable, because she understands the 
world as a practical place, rather than as a heroic mission, like Dorothea does. But nobody 
listens – they all think themselves superior. Dorothea’s life could have been very different if 
she had attended to Cadwallader’s realistic advice. However, Cadwallader’s excellent female 
guidance is lost, and she turns her attention to Celia instead. 
 Molly, in contrast to Dorothea’s meagre female society, has many mother figures. 
Some are role models to her, but most are just neighbours who enjoy ‘mothering’ her. She is 
opposed to Dorothea in that aspect: where Dorothea declines interference, Molly listens to 
everyone. She is so sweet and obliging – or voiceless – that she is “the darling of the town” 
(618). In addition, her social position (high enough to befriend Lady Harriet, yet low enough 
to visit the Miss Brownings) enables anyone to advise her. This perpetual female influence 
and advice saves Molly where Dorothea falters. It works in more ways than one to save Molly 
where her moral code could have destroyed her. Firstly, Miss Eyre, Molly’s governess, 
teaches her to behave like a young lady by curbing her passionate temperament. While this 
forces Molly to check her impulses, it also makes her acceptable society for places like 
Hamley Hall and The Towers. At Hamley Hall she meets Mrs Hamley, who becomes her 
surrogate mother until Mrs Hamley dies. This binds Molly to the Hall, which becomes a 
second home to her.  
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 Secondly, Hyacinth’s arrival into Molly’s life is a traumatic event, but it opens doors 
for Molly which would otherwise have remained closed. Elizabeth Langland claims that 
rather than focusing on Hyacinth as an unpleasant character (which she undoubtedly is), we 
should see her as “a social mentor who makes the doctor and his daughter figures to be 
reckoned with socially” (137). She does this by making great improvements in the running of 
the Gibson household, and by dressing Molly well, thus elevating the family in the social 
hierarchy. Molly, when Roger first meets her, is “a badly dressed, and rather awkward girl” 
(88). Hyacinth changes Molly’s homely appearance. Langland argues that Gaskell uses 
Hyacinth to show that appearances do matter, in contrast to what naive Molly may think: “In 
fact, as Gaskell demonstrates here, appearances are productive of substantial effects, and 
those who know how to manage the social signifiers are individuals to be reckoned with” 
(Langland 142). Hyacinth did exactly what she was brought in for – though the motherly 
affection that Gibson had hoped to get into the bargain was far from perfect. 
 Thirdly, Lady Harriet, the youngest daughter of the Towers, is to Molly what Mrs 
Cadwallader is to Dorothea. The crucial difference between them is that where Dorothea 
ignores Cadwallader’s advice, Molly listens to Lady Harriet’s. Lady Harriet has exactly that 
same blind faith in her birthright to rule over the middle classes. When Lady Harriet finds out 
that Molly’s reputation is being ‘blackened,’ she is determined to set it right, because “she 
chooses to have faith in Molly Gibson” (557). To restore Molly’s good name after the 
scandal, she takes her shopping in Hollingford. “We’ve done a good day’s work! [. . .] 
Hollingford is not the place I take it to be, if it doesn’t veer round in Miss Gibson’s favour 
after my to-day’s trotting of that child about” (561). Indeed, Molly’s reputation is restored 
after Harriet’s simple intervention. Later in the novel, Lady Harriet orders Molly to stay at 
The Towers at a time when Roger is there too. It becomes clear that she is matchmaking for 
them when she asks her brother: “Don’t you think that your pattern young man, and my 
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favourite young woman, are finding out each other’s good qualities?” (653). At this party, 
Roger first notices how pretty Molly has become, and starts to fall in love with her. Lady 
Harriet, therefore, has a considerable role in making Molly’s happiness. 
 Considering Molly’s tendency to make herself invisible for the good of others, her 
happiness in marrying Roger is secured in great measure by Miss Eyre, Hyacinth, and Lady 
Harriet, who make her presentable and put her to the foreground of social life. Female 
influence, for Molly, is all the difference between a lifetime of self-sacrifice and a happy 
marriage to man she has loved for years. Dorothea, who did not have such female guidance or 
influence, achieves a similar state of happiness, but only after mistakes, and years lost, which 
could have been avoided. 
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2.3 Sisters  
“It was pretty to see how her imagination adorned her sister Celia with attractions altogether 
superior to her own” (MM 36)  
 
After the fathers and mothers I will discuss the influence of the sisters. Since the sisters, Celia 
and Cynthia, spend the most time with our heroines during their formative years, I expected 
their influence on the girls to be quite strong. But though this is the case with Molly’s 
stepsister Cynthia, it is not with Dorothea’s sister Celia. Instead, Celia serves as a foil to 
Dorothea, in her self-image and public image. This does not mean she is useless: her 
contrasting function highlights Dorothea’s otherworldliness. Cynthia has the same contrasting 
function in Molly’s life, but that is only secondary to her more important role of catalyst. 
Cynthia is the cause of much of Molly’s suffering and heroic aid. 
 Dorothea is several years older than Celia, and enjoys the superiority that comes with 
that position. Since the girls could remember, “there had been a mixture of criticism and awe 
in the attitude of Celia’s mind towards her elder sister” (40). That does not mean that Celia 
agrees with Dorothea in her Puritan notions. Celia is described as a “yoked creature,” but one 
who has its “private opinions” (40). Celia feels that “she could act on her sister by a word 
judiciously placed – by opening a little window for the daylight of her own understanding to 
enter among the strange coloured lamps by which Dodo habitually saw” (628). Celia’s main 
influence on Dorothea’s life, however, is not the bringing of understanding into her sister’s 
mind, but to highlight Dorothea’s otherness. Celia, “so amiable and innocent-looking,” was 
the general favourite of the neighbours and cottagers (35). Compared to her, Dorothea is 
wildly religious, with “strange whims of fasting like a Papist” and “large eyes, like her 
religion, too unusual and too striking” (35). Celia is practical and direct. Celia makes 
Dorothea look even more outlandish, because she is so doll-like, happy to have her husband 
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think for her. She invites Dorothea to do the same: “I think it is a mercy now after all that you 
have got James to think for you” (570). However, as in their youth, Celia has no effect on 
Dorothea’s decisions whatsoever.   
 Molly’s relationship with her sister Cynthia is very different. Cynthia leans heavily, 
sometimes unawares, on Molly’s heroic self-sacrifice, and greatly influences her life. During 
Cynthia’s courtship with Roger, Molly is forced to look on mutely. Although desperately in 
love with Roger herself, “Molly knew that Cynthia did not love him” (371). To protect 
Roger’s feelings, however, Molly keeps silent. It pains her to see that Cynthia does not care 
for Roger, who she describes as “a prince amongst men” (396). Yet Molly knows why Roger 
is in love with Cynthia: she is captivating. When she sees her face next to Cynthia’s in a 
mirror, she sighs: “Oh! It is no wonder!” (935). Molly is a pretty girl, but Cynthia is “very 
beautiful, and so well aware of this fact that she had forgotten to care about it” (226). She 
enchants everyone, especially the men: “They were first struck with her personal appearance; 
and then with her pretty deprecating manner, which appealed to them much as if she had said, 
‘You are wise, and I am foolish – have mercy on my folly.’” (238). In contrast to this artificial 
creature, as Cynthia is often called, Molly’s artlessness is dull. Her mother figures, Lady 
Harriet especially, are the only ones who do not value Cynthia above Molly – as Roger does. 
The second way in which Cynthia activates Molly’s heroic nature is by directly asking her. 
Cynthia uses Molly to act as a message-carrier in her scandal with Mr Preston. Molly 
eventually breaks off the engagement, but not before she becomes shunned from polite 
society. Gibson, when he hears of the affair, accuses Cynthia of “practising on [Molly’s] 
generosity” (545). Cynthia abuses Molly’s heroism, but she does it so charmingly one can 
hardly blame her. 
 However, Cynthia is not only a cause of suffering to Molly. She is a role model, and 
teaches Molly a valuable lesson. Cynthia gives Molly the example of standing up to Hyacinth. 
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Molly finally finds her courage when Hyacinth makes another pointless complaint. “No! 
Cynthia, I will speak,” she said, thus taking over Cynthia’s role of rebel against Hyacinth 
(627). Another way in which Cynthia enriches Molly’s life is her contribution to Molly’s 
understanding of the world. Gibson hoped that Cynthia might educate his daughter in the 
ways of the world, but he did not anticipate that she would introduce harsh reality into his 
household. Reality, again, is interchangeable with determinism. Cynthia is Gaskell’s example 
of moral determinism: “She is the living proof of Mrs. Gaskell’s belief that a secure and 
loving background is vital in the formation of character” (Davoudzadeh 67). Cynthia and her 
mother were poor, and Cynthia leaves no doubt about the marks that this poverty left on her 
and her mother, and their relationship. “I don’t think love for one’s mother comes quite by 
nature, and remember how much I’ve been separated from mine!” (228). Note that Cynthia 
seems aware of the distinction between nature and nurture, alien to Molly. By allowing 
Cynthia to vent her feelings about money to Molly, Gaskell shows where Cynthia’s 
selfishness was created. As Cynthia says, “Money matters are at the root of it all. Horrid 
poverty – do let us talk of something else!” (430).  
 Molly begins to understand how circumstances in life decide what kind of person you 
become: “I have been so happy with papa. I hardly can understand how different it must have 
been with you.” Cynthia replies: “Different! I should think so. The worry about money made 
me sick of my life” (493). Cynthia explains that when people admired her, she felt loved and 
powerful for the first time in her life. “I was certainly the belle of the house, and it was very 
pleasant to feel my power” (494). Instead of portraying Cynthia as a heartless gold digger, 
Gaskell shows how much the absence or presence of money mattered to character building. 
But it is not everything, and Cynthia knows it: “Your grain is different, somehow” (510). 
Here, Gaskell displays her Unitarian thought “which, whilst arguing for moral determinism, 
yet insisted on personal responsibility” (Styler 41). Cynthia is a tremendous social climber, 
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and thus successful according to some Victorian standards, although Molly is “worth a score 
of her” in terms of character (667). The squire, who uttered this comparison, adds to it: “I 
wish young men would think so too” (667). That is where Molly’s problem lies: she has no 
amount of the control that Cynthia has in articles of dress, elegance, and etiquette – she is, as I 
stressed before, simple and artless. Cynthia has mastered the art of being perfect to the 
opposite sex, and Molly pales by comparison.  
 Cynthia, then, is a very important character in Wives and Daughters, because she 
introduces the real world into Hollingford. Apart from bringing a scandalous past with her, 
she also indulges in Roger’s fantasy of romance. Both times, Molly supports her. Molly has 
no resentful feelings towards Cynthia, not even during those arduous times – an almost 
unbelievable feat. It is Cynthia who brings realism into the narrative by being less than 
perfect. The narrator forebodes: “Molly might soon have been aware that Cynthia was not 
remarkable for unflinching morality” (226). Besides her flawed personality, Cynthia also 
represents the real world beyond the boundaries of Hollingford, where Molly never ventures. 
Cynthia, educated abroad, with a poverty-stricken childhood, demonstrates that Molly’s 
perfect morals needed the calm environment of Hollingford to become so strong. Gaskell 
seems to imply that severe moral codes are for the rich and idle – poor people, and especially 
poor women, learn to rely on other mental capacities. All is fair in love and war. 
 To conclude, the outside influences that affect Dorothea and Molly have one major 
role in the texts. They represent the harsh reality that Dorothea and Molly, either out of 
ignorance or out of naiveté, do not know. Some, like Cynthia and Will, not only bring 
practical matters into the narratives, they also serve as a mentor to the heroines. They 
illustrate what poverty or low birth means, the widespread effects it can have. The heroines, 
who have lived sheltered lives and have an idealistic worldview, are thereby compared with 
characters who have had their lives determined by harsher influences. Their innocent and 
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idealistic philosophies are brought into contrast with the real-life problems and personalities 
that most people have. This does not diminish the magnitude of their struggles, but shows the 
comparative luxury of their childhoods. In short, the people that Dorothea and Molly interact 
with place them in the real nineteenth century. 
 The girls’ guardians have surprisingly little influence on their mental lives, although 
they do choose their educations. To find a higher system of duty, or moral code, which the 
girls do not receive from their guardians, they seek new father figures. These men are ‘popes’ 
to the heroines, because they give them that sense of purpose in the world that they lacked. 
The mother figures, interestingly, seem to have more practical influence than the men. They 
are not popes, offering a new system of duty, but they guide the girls towards sensible happy 
endings. However, Dorothea does not take the female advice on offer, not from her sister nor 
from Mrs Cadwallader. Indeed, Dorothea seems hardly to be influenced at all – her mind is 
made up on almost every subject. Only Casaubon, the false pope, and Will, have any power 
with her. Molly, on the other hand, listens to all her advisors, but takes so little care of herself, 
that she too suffers the consequences of her heroic impulses. Celia and Cynthia, the sisters, 
also bring realism into the story. They serve as foils to the heroines, seemingly posing the 
question: What is more important in the real world, beauty or brains? Pleasing manners and 
dress, or a thoughtful, conscientious mind? Either way, Gaskell and Eliot show the 
“dependence of moral development on extraneous factors, especially the influence of other 
people” (Larkin 180). Dorothea and Molly would not have become the heroines they are had 
they been born in different circumstances – this is the authors’ underlying objective message. 
The ways in which Dorothea and Molly deal with the external influences, and how they react 
to them, I will discuss in the following chapter. 
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Chapter Three: Heroism Unfulfilled 
 
 
So far, Dorothea and Molly’s possible heroism has been discussed. They have the tools to 
become heroines, most importantly their personal philosophy. I discussed their social 
surroundings and their influences. In this chapter, I will investigate the girls’ hardships. These 
hardships, or trials, are the events which put Dorothea and Molly in difficult moral situations, 
and tax their strength and patience. In other words, these events compel the girls to make use 
of their heroic moral codes, and determine whether or not they will become complete 
heroines. I mean complete in the sense that their heroism does not go to waste, or is simply 
put to good use. Granted, heroism is understood differently in different contexts. I am looking 
not only at the occurrence of selfless good deeds, but also their inherent worth, and their 
utility. A self-sacrificing act may well be heroic, and morally valid, but useless nonetheless – 
such as Dorothea’s plan to accept her husband’s wish to finish his Key. The Key will be 
redundant at the moment of publication, but Dorothea’s strict sense of duty compels her to 
accept the task anyway. This would be a heroic deed, but it would also be a waste of 
Dorothea’s potential heroism. This pointless heroism, then, is unfulfilled potential. I will 
argue that social constructs keep Molly and Dorothea from fulfilling their heroic potential.
 I will start by describing the different trials that the girls go through. Dorothea’s own 
acceptance of Casaubon’s marriage proposal is the instigator of all her hardships. Molly’s 
trails, however, all come upon her through others’ problems, while she remains passive. Then 
I will describe the ways in which the heroines react to these difficult situations; who they give 
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aid and in what way. Lastly, I will examine their fates as the probable endings that Eliot and 
Gaskell gave to their realistic heroines’ lives. In reviewing past scholarship on this topic, the 
critical reception and critical opinion on the writers is again vital. In contrast to previous 
comparisons between Gaskell and Eliot, I will argue that these writers promulgate the same 
message about female heroism in the nineteenth century. They both show that female 
heroism, though rare, was not uncommon. It was uncommon for that heroism to become fully 
recognised, because of the extreme difficulty for such women to achieve the independence 
and means to practice her heroism. 
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3.1 Hardships 
“She wakened up in the morning with a dull sense of something being wrong; the world was 
out of joint, and, if she were born to set it right, she did not know how to do it”(W&D 430) 
 
The two girls have two very different sources of hardship. Dorothea instigates hers; Molly 
merely replies to events. This division partly comes from the differences in the girls’ social 
status and personalities. This comparison is not intended to rate the amount of suffering. It is 
an overview of the difficulties the girls encounter. Though there are hardships, in some cases 
the girls enjoy dealing with them (as Dorothea did in the beginning of her marriage). These 
hardships allow them to test their beliefs, and to try their courage in upholding them. 
However, they are real complications. Listing the adversities they face and their origins helps 
understand the kind of heroism the heroines will later employ in response to these hardships. 
 Dorothea’s difficulties, as indicated, all stem from her acceptance of Casaubon’s offer 
of marriage. Dorothea is aware of this. It all commences with her admiring Casaubon’s 
reputation, instead of the actual person. She worships Casaubon, but not for very long. During 
their honeymoon she notices “the endless minutiae by which her view of Mr Casaubon and 
her wifely relation, now that she was married to him, was gradually changing [. . .] from what 
had been in her maiden dream” (181). Casaubon himself notices that her “capacity for 
worshipping the right object (i.e. him)” soon changes into criticism (186). After the injury of 
his frail ego, the marriage becomes joyless. “She was no longer struggling against the 
perception of facts, but adjusting herself to their clearest perception” (305). In other words, 
Dorothea accepts the situation she has put herself in. Moreover, she starts to pity her husband: 
“she seemed to be looking along the one tract where duty became tenderness” (305). Will, her 
friend, observes that she is “travelling into the remoteness of pure pity and loyalty towards her 
husband” (307). Dorothea is aware of her mistake, but she considers it her solemn duty to care 
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for the man she wed. Although she is very sure of her wifely duty and feeling towards her 
husband, and accepts her own actions, Dorothea is not always as serene as these quotations 
indicate. 
 Dorothea suffers greatly because of her husband’s cold attitude. This unhappiness is 
not often explicitly mentioned, but seeps through the narrative. She is described as a famished 
creature, starving for affection: “It was another or rather a fuller sort of companionship that 
poor Dorothea was hungering for, and the hunger had grown from the perpetual effort 
demanded by her married life” (385). Dorothea lacks physical as well as mental intimacy. Her 
passionate interests were “only granted and not shared by her husband,” so they “might as 
well have been denied” (385). Dorothea feels trapped, not only by the marriage contract but 
also by her own moral code. She is completely powerless: “This afternoon the helplessness 
was more wretchedly benumbing than ever” (385). Tragically, the powerlessness that 
Casaubon exerts over Dorothea carries on even after he has stopped living. His will, which 
prevents her inheriting his money if she should marry Will Ladislaw, is the ghost of their 
unhappy marriage. This codicil in the will implies an affair, but more importantly, it makes 
Will look like a fortune-hunter (493). On Dorothea’s side, the match is disapproved of 
because of Will’s lowly connections, his “bad origin” (625). In summary, social conventions 
obstruct Will and Dorothea’s marriage. The torturing months in which neither Will nor 
Dorothea dare admit love are the aftermath of Dorothea’s decision to marry Casaubon. 
Dorothea is aware of it: “She had accepted her whole relation to Will very simply as part of 
her marriage sorrows” (595). She finally accepts Will as a husband, declaring she “does not 
mind about poverty” (622). Even her shift from gentility into poverty, then, is a consequence 
of her marriage to Casaubon – one action which left Dorothea powerless in many other 
matters of her life. It was her marrying Casaubon that initiated the chain of events which Will 
described as allowing them “to have our life maimed by petty accidents” (621). 
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 Molly’s hardships come from quite another source. In contrast to Dorothea’s troubles, 
Molly’s troubles come from several people. Another difference is Molly’s passivity; she does 
not generate her own troubles but becomes entangled in other people’s problems. Often, 
Molly’s help is given so freely that her beneficiaries use it without considering the strain it 
puts upon her. Here, one of the differences between Dorothea’s and Molly’s social positions 
becomes clear. Dorothea’s narrative is that of a young lady of the gentry; any help she gives 
can be called condescension (in the kindest sense). Molly, however, is merely a country 
surgeon’s daughter. Molly’s self-sacrificing help is therefore accepted almost as a matter of 
course (by both narrator and friends) whilst Eliot’s narrator constantly highlights Dorothea’s 
devotion to her husband. For example, Molly completely effaces herself in her own household 
to accommodate Hyacinth and to spare her father any discord (380). Still, her father becomes 
“hard, and occasionally bitter in his speeches and ways” (431). Molly’s devotion to her father, 
though also taxing and depressing, is generally accepted as instinctive for a daughter, while 
Dorothea’s similar devotion to Casaubon is constantly marvelled at. The difference lies in a 
girl’s ‘natural’ devotion to her father, and a woman’s startling devotion to a much older man 
as a lover.  
 Molly’s longest, least-often mentioned hardship lies in her connection to the Hamleys, 
especially Roger. During her nursing of Mrs Hamley, she became like a child to her. Roger, 
too, sees her like a sister: “[my father] looks upon you as a daughter, and I’m sure both 
Osborne and I shall always consider you are like a sister to us, after all my mother’s love for 
you, and your tender care of her at the last” (256). However, after Mrs Hamley’s death, social 
decorum dictates that Molly cannot visit the Hall anymore – not without a chaperone. “But I 
suppose it wouldn’t do,” says Roger, referring to a visit at the Hall (256). Thus, Molly is 
deprived of seeing her surrogate family. She has to wait for Roger to visit her own home, 
where he promptly falls in love with Cynthia. Not only does Molly have to observe him 
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falling for Cynthia’s charms, she also punishes herself for her jealousy: “She exaggerated its 
wrongness to herself; ‘mean,’ and ‘envious of Cynthia,’ and ‘ill-natured,’ and ‘selfish,’ were 
the terms she kept applying to herself” (283). Molly is perfectly aware that Cynthia is not in 
love with Roger, although she agrees to an engagement (428). These painful circumstances 
depress Molly, and affect her health. This is significant, because she used to be a strong, 
healthy girl. “Her heart beat more feebly and slower; the vivifying stimulant of hope – even 
unacknowledged hope – was gone out of her life” (432). 
 Molly goes through another, more ostensible trial in the mean time, on behalf of 
Cynthia. Cynthia’s past, as explained in Chapter Two, is tainted by poverty and the 
difficulties it entails. Cynthia was tempted to take a twenty pound loan from a family friend, 
Mr Preston, to buy dresses. Preston proposed to her, and she, sixteen years old, accepted. 
Cynthia soon realises Preston is evil and controlling, so she breaks off the engagement. 
However, she still had to get back her love letters and to pay back the twenty pounds before 
Preston will release her – which he does not want to do. Hearing this story, Molly instantly 
promises to help Cynthia (499). The following weeks, Cynthia keeps her to this promise by 
using phrases as: “Will you do it? Will you do what you said last night? [. . .] it’s worth 
trying, if you don’t very much dislike it” and “now there is only one thing more to be done; 
and if you would but do it for me---?’ (coaxing and caressing while she asked the question)” 
(502, 513). Knowing her sister’s sacrificing nature, Cynthia manipulates Molly into helping 
her. Naive Molly does not foresee that her meetings with a womaniser like Preston will lead 
her into scandal. Soon, the whole of Hollingford shuns her. Molly felt that “people looked 
askance at her,” pulling away their girls, and whispering openly about her affair (534). Worst 
of all, her father punishes her for her actions, when she feels she did the right thing: “I'm sure 
it was not wrong in morals, whatever it might be in judgment” (547). 
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 Meanwhile, Molly takes on the task of nursing squire Hamley after the death of his 
eldest son, a feat of compassionate heroism which endears her to the squire forever. However, 
this takes its toll on her health, and she becomes an invalid. Her father even fears the wasting 
illness may make her a permanent invalid (614). She recovers, but remains weak. The last 
misfortune Molly undergoes before attaining her happy ending is strikingly similar to 
Dorothea’s. When Cynthia and Roger have finally broken off the engagement, Molly finds 
herself in the same position as Dorothea and Will. Molly overhears a neighbour commenting 
on her relationship to Roger, who suggests “the notion of impropriety” in her visiting the Hall 
now (660). Molly feels that this suggestion “troubles her maiden modesty” in visiting again 
(668). To Dorothea, a lady who has already been married, such a suggestive remark was 
acutely insulting and degrading. However, to Molly – a country girl – such slurs upon her 
reputation, as the Preston scandal showed, can ruin her life completely. For both women, then, 
their social standing can cause much anxiety and depression. Their differences in personalities 
– most significantly their active or passive stance – lead them into different but equally taxing 
difficulties. 
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3.2 Heroism 
“A man is seldom ashamed of feeling that he cannot love a woman so well when he sees a 
certain greatness in her: nature having intended greatness for men” (MM 324) 
 
After looking at the hardships that Dorothea and Molly undergo, I will investigate their 
reactions to these difficult situations; whom they help, or try to help, and in which ways. The 
culminating question of this subchapter is: can their responses be called heroic? In one way 
their dutiful responses to hardships certainly are heroic, because the girls always act in 
accordance with their philosophies – which are the moral codes that set them apart from 
regular protagonists. However, in a critical sense, their actions may be called unfulfilled 
heroism, either because they are kept from attaining positive action or because their goal is 
useless. Gaskell and Eliot deal with this problem – because altruism, surely, should never be 
called useless. For example, Molly cannot easily help Cynthia out with her affair with 
Preston, because twenty pounds is an enormous sum for her. To Dorothea, however, twenty 
pounds is nothing – really nothing. She shows how little she knows of the value of money 
when she bravely promises to Will: “and I will learn what everything costs [in running a 
household]” (622). In these cases, both girls heroically try to aid, but lack either the means or 
the knowledge to do so efficiently. This is the kind of realism that Eliot and Gaskell use in 
their portrayal of their heroines: every-day practicalities obstruct the girls in their idealism. 
Their idealism is thus compared to the authors’ realism: the perfection of the dream world is 
contrasted with the predetermined lives in the real world (Larkin 104). Dorothea’s potential 
for heroism is sadly thrown away on Casaubon, or is rebuked by her peers. Molly does not use 
her possible capacity for heroism either, as she constantly overtaxes her energy. Both girls, 
therefore, leave their heroic potential unfulfilled.  
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 Dorothea’s main problem and biggest source of suffering is her marriage. Dorothea’s 
“wifely devotion,” so eagerly given, was given before as an example of wasted effort (239). 
The Key to All Mythologies, Casaubon’s life work, is a symbol of the uselessness of 
Dorothea’s heroism.11 Casaubon refuses to study foreign scholarship, resulting in his 
ignorance of the work done in his field. Like their marriage, The Key absorbs all energy from 
both Casaubon and Dorothea, but it is an infertile project, “void” of value (191). Meanwhile, 
Dorothea’s moral code compels her to try to right every wrong she sees. However, either 
circumstances or prejudices continually keep her from completing her goals. She discovers 
that part of the money she will receive as Casaubon’s widow should have belonged to Will, 
and tries to tell her husband (312). Casaubon, jealous of the beneficiary of this plan, gravely 
punishes her for her suggestion. After his biting speech, declaring her unfit to “assume 
judgements on subjects beyond [her] scope,” Dorothea sits “frightened, wretched—with a 
dumb inward cry for help to bear this nightmare of a life in which every energy was arrested 
by dread” (313). In short, Casaubon aborts all of Dorothea’s attempts at positive action during 
her marriage. 
 Dorothea’s pet project is “planning cottages” (51). She is ashamed of being 
disappointed at Lowick’s cottages all being in perfect order. Here, the lesser side of 
Dorothea’s altruism shows itself: she had hoped that “her home would be in a parish which 
had a larger share of the world's misery, so that she might have had more active duties in it” 
(88). However, Dorothea still attempts to improve the cottages back at Tipton. When she 
hears that her uncle is to run for elections as a Whig and philanthropist, she is ecstatic. She 
reasons that this means her uncle will improve housing on his own estate, because “we have 
no right to come forward and urge wider changes for good, until we have tried to alter the 
evils which lie under our own hands” (324). This demonstration of real philanthropy (an asset 
                                                          
11
 Although Casaubon also spends his life on this failed project, his is not a heroic act. Contrary to Dorothea’s 
selfless motives, his main reason for labour is egotistical, not scientific.  
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which Brooke likes to think he possesses), turns Brooke’s “masculine consciousness” into “a 
stammering condition” (324). However, the “greatness” that Dorothea displays does not 
shame Will – it gives him a “chilling sense of remoteness” (324). He feels that “greatness is 
intended for men” (324). Brooke quickly reminds Dorothea of her place as a woman: “There 
is something in what you say, my dear, something in what you say – but not everything—eh, 
Ladislaw? [. . .] Young ladies are a little ardent, you know—a little one-sided, my dear” 
(324). Again, Dorothea’s excellent sense and justice are pulled down under the guise of 
fatherly guidance, while she is reminded once more that she, as a woman, must not interfere 
with masculine affairs. 
 Lydgate’s scandal is another instance where Dorothea tries to aid, but this time, she 
succeeds. Lydgate is suspected of accepting a 1,000 pounds bribe. After hearing the story, 
Dorothea says energetically: “I don’t believe it. Let us find out the truth and clear him!” 
(567). Dorothea insists on helping: “people glorify all sorts of bravery except the bravery they 
might show on behalf of their nearest neighbours” (569). Strangely, even this attempt to help 
Lydgate is opposed by a man, this time Sir James. “You can’t undertake to manage a man’s 
life for him in that way [. . .] Surely, a woman is bound to be cautious and listen to those who 
know the world better than she does” (569). To Dorothea, these wildly double-standard 
remarks are incomprehensible: “nothing could have seemed more irrelevant to Dorothea than 
insistence on her youth and sex when she was moved to show her human fellowship” (587). 
Luckily, Dorothea has finally found a recipient who accepts her heroism. Lydgate looks upon 
her not as a dependant woman, but as an equal: “She seems to have what I never saw in any 
woman before—a fountain of friendship towards men—a man can make a friend of her” 
(592). It is Lydgate’s view of Dorothea as an equal which allows him to take her check of 
1,000 pounds, clearing his name. Dorothea, ignoring the advice – or commands – of her 
brother-in-law, finally achieves positive, useful heroic action. She does not understand the 
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workings of jealousy and sexism because they are completely alien to her nature. These traits, 
ingrained in nineteenth century society, are wholly absent from her comprehension of the 
world. Dorothea believes that by giving her money to the needy, she can fix a problem. But 
determinist theory does not allow for such an easy exchange: Eliot’s web of causality includes 
social actors that Dorothea does not take into account. Eliot wanted to create a sphere for 
action for her characters, but “the only kind of sphere she can envision, given her 
determinism, is tremendously limited” (Markovits 788). By showing this gap between 
Dorothea’s consciousness and the ‘real’ world, Eliot focuses on the realistic difficulties that 
female heroism has to navigate.  
 Molly’s heroism takes a different turn, but it ends up at the same dead end as 
Dorothea’s. Molly’s heroism cannot reach its full potential because she exhausts herself until 
she is completely useless. Molly responds to every call for help, with no regard for her own 
person. Molly, like Dorothea, is too idealistic to anticipate the negative reactions to her 
actions. For example, when Molly talks to Preston for Cynthia, she shows real bravery. 
Preston is an intimidating man, and Molly has to outsmart him in order to obtain the love 
letters. Preston even admires her for it: “he forgot himself in an instant in admiration of her. 
There she stood, frightened, yet brave, not letting go of her hold on what she meant to do, 
even when things seemed most against her” (507). However brave this action was, it drags 
Molly’s name into scandal. The next months she is useless to anybody, because her name and 
company are tainted. This unfair result of her heroic action, though Cynthia foresaw it (and 
therefore let Molly do the work), naive Molly did not expect: “She did not see how it could 
possibly do harm” (502). 
 Molly also responded to several other hardships, which culminated in her wasting 
illness. She was devoted to her father, nursed several Hamleys, and meanwhile suffered years 
of heartbreak. Her father, though he loved his “little goose,” never takes the time to thank her 
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for her diplomacy in his household. “It was often hard work for Molly to keep up the spirits of 
two other people as well as her own” (562). Likewise, her tortuous love for Roger drains her 
energy. However, when she hears of Osbourne’s death, her response is truly heroic. She hears 
the news at night and immediately rides over to comfort the squire. “I am going. I must go. I 
cannot bear to think of him alone” (581). In the period after that, she stays at the Hall to care 
for the squire. Significantly, Gaskell has named this chapter “Molly Gibson’s Worth is 
Discovered:” she achieves miracles in keeping the squire from sliding into a depression (607). 
Molly’s stay at Hamley Hall is the last drop. Her father diagnoses her with a “nervous 
disease” and she is seriously ill for months (W&D 616). She recovers completely, but the 
pattern remains: Molly is allowed to overtax her strength again and again, following her moral 
code, until she crashes, and Lady Harriet or her father help her. Therefore, Molly’s heroism is 
not sustainable. In part, this is because Molly does not take enough care of herself – she has 
not been taught to do so. The other reason is that Molly’s heroism goes unnoticed because of 
her social standing. Molly, as the surgeon’s daughter, does not merit special attention for any 
good deeds. Excellent conduct is expected from her; anything less is punished. 
 In the end, Molly is bound to repeat this cycle. She is only taken care of when she has 
overtaxed herself – until that point she will keep draining her energies to help others. This 
way, she will never achieve the full potential of her heroism.
12
 Either she will be pronounced 
‘nervously ill’ again or society will be slander her for her idealistic behaviour. Like Dorothea, 
she is ignorant of the practicalities of social life - neither of them can imagine who would 
stand in the way of philanthropy. Molly’s heroic code, in contrast to Dorothea’s, does get the 
opportunity to exert itself. As it comes at the cost of Molly’s burnout, it cannot be called truly 
successful heroism.  
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 For example, become like her model Florence Nightingale. 
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3.3 Their fates 
“For there is no creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not greatly determined by 
what lies outside it” (MM 640) 
 
I have described the hardships that Dorothea and Molly fought, and the heroic codes they 
used in responding to those hardships. For the duration of the narratives, socio-economical 
factors impede Dorothea and Molly’s possible heroism. The majority of the heroic tasks that 
they perform or plan to perform are either useless, or generate criticism. So far, their heroism 
has not reached its full potential. The last question to ask, therefore, is: what happens after the 
narratives end? I have studied these books as realistic, true-to-life works, so the endings that 
the girls receive from their creators become extremely interesting. The way Dorothea and 
Molly live out their lives after their tumultuous adolescences can tell us what Gaskell and 
Eliot believed nineteenth century female heroism meant for a woman’s life. In other words, it 
is possible to see Gaskell and Eliot’s long-term expectations for women such as their heroines 
in the fates that they give them. This is interesting because the life after marriage is so much 
less explored than that before, yet it is where the most realism would be expected – romance 
for courtship, realism for marriage and motherhood. Moreover, the tone of the final chapters 
of these novels will set the tone for the rest of the heroines’ lives, be they happy or sad. 
 With regards to marital felicity, both heroines seem to enter into a very happy life. 
Gaskell and Eliot both show how much real love and affection their couples have for each 
other. Dorothea and Will “were bound together by a love stronger than any impulses which 
could have marred it” (638). There is no concluding chapter to compare in Wives and 
Daughters,
 13
 but Roger, long recognised as the perfect man, comes to see Molly as “the 
woman who was to him the one who excelled all” (671). However suited to each other in 
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 Gaskell died of a heart attack (age 55) before she could finish the last chapters, but it is clear that she intended 
Molly and Roger to marry (W&D 683). 
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marriage, as both couples seem to be, these happy marriages do not necessarily constitute 
fulfilled lives. Chapter One showed that Dorothea and Molly have to follow their heroic 
codes – it is in their nature. In this respect, neither of the girls seems to have a promising 
future ahead of them. However, I will argue that both Eliot and Gaskell use their bittersweet 
endings to give a silver lining to nineteenth century female heroism. 
 Middlemarch’s happy ending consists, as many critics have remarked, of rather a 
mixed blessing. Eliot seems to soften the novel’s ending because she pities Dorothea. On the 
one hand, marriage to Will Ladislaw is a definite improvement to the previous one. On the 
other hand, there is a sense that Dorothea has not “discovered and marked out for herself the 
life to which she aspired” (Graver 95). Dorothea, though happy in her marriage, always feels 
that “there was always something better which she might have done, if she had only been 
better and known better” (MM 638). Her neighbours, too, think it a pity that she “should have 
been absorbed into the life of another” but as the narrator remarks, “no one stated exactly 
what else that was in her power she ought rather to have done” (638). Eliot’s tone is mocking, 
because of the hypocrisy in that statement: Dorothea’s friends have first allowed her to marry 
Casaubon and subsequently expelled her for her marriage to Will. Eliot concludes: “[The 
marriages] were the mixed result of young and noble impulse struggling amidst the conditions 
of an imperfect social state” (640). Indeed, Eliot ascribes the failure of Dorothea’s possible 
heroism to her constricting social surroundings. This determinist realism permeates the whole 
book, but is made explicit in the text’s conclusion. Critics accept this critical view of society 
from Eliot, who felt these ‘conditions of the social state’ keenly herself. Gaskell, we will see, 
is treated differently. 
 It is more difficult to speculate about Gaskell’s opinion on Molly’s later life, as the 
final chapter remains unwritten. However, considering the tone of the relationship between 
Roger and Molly and their genuine affection for each other it is very probable that their 
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marriage will be a happy one. In contrast to Dorothea, Molly does not descend the social 
hierarchy in her marriage; she ascends it. Roger, who has been her teacher before, will 
probably continue to educate her in his life sciences. However, this marriage still poses the 
same problem for Molly as it does for Dorothea: how to continue her “mission to set the 
world right” when she is Roger’s wife (W&D 362). We may rely on it that she will enjoy 
aiding him with her “wifely help,” like Dorothea, but will she end up “absorbed into the life 
of another”, as Dorothea did (MM 638)? It is to be expected.  
 Although Gaskell is known for her conventionalist and traditional views on marriage 
and wife-husband relationships, she criticises the issue in Wives and Daughters. In fact, 
though Gaskell does not often explicitly comment on marriage like Eliot´s narrator does, she 
is as upfront about it as she is about the harsh realities of poverty. Gaskell was a determinist 
realist too: “her prolonged and intimate contact with working-class life in the industrial North 
convinced her of the awesome role of environment in shaping the individual” (Larkin 80). 
Mrs Browning, Molly´s surrogate aunt, at one point remarks about matrimony: “I don’t know 
what I have done that any man should make me his slave” (526). Molly’s father, though 
caring, is also portrayed as an at times unfair patriarch, who punishes Hyacinth and Cynthia 
for his own rash decisions (416). Gaskell herself, Perkins shows, was involved in the calls for 
women’s rights, especially those for married women, such as the right to keep her own 
earnings.
14
 She signed the petition for change in marriage legislation in 1856 (Perkins 90). 
These historical records show that Gaskell, though she had a happy marriage, was not 
oblivious to the injustices of her time. Therefore, their representations in her masterpiece 
should not be overlooked simply because of her stereotyped image. I will show that Gaskell 
presents the advantages and disadvantages of being a woman. 
                                                          
14
 Perkins cites a letter from Gaskell in which she describes how her husband William “composedly buttoned up 
[the check she got for a story] in his pocket” (89). 
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 Because of the typecasting of Eliot and Gaskell as the revolutionary and the 
conservative it is easy to overlook the parallel ideas in their books. Their novels’ messages 
about female heroism, strikingly, tie in perfectly with each other. Gaskell’s message is a 
subtle one, because it can be found mainly in the story’s plot, rather than in its prose. She 
takes a deal of care to represent Molly as an every-day girl, just like the novel is subtitled “an 
every-day story”. Molly is pretty, but not beautiful; intelligent, but not eloquent. The reason 
behind this is to make Molly, though she has the makings of a heroine, appear like a regular 
country girl. And Gaskell fools the critics. Although Molly has the same extraordinary 
characteristics that Dorothea has – a personal philosophy about morality, the mental strength 
to live up to that philosophy, and a very compassionate nature – Dorothea is recognised as an 
epic failed heroine, and Molly is just a lovely girl. In fact, no less wonderful behaviour seems 
to be expected of Molly than the very best. Gaskell shows that idealistic young girls like 
Molly are accepted as a matter of course. Cynthia draws a distinction between ‘good women’ 
and ‘heroines’: “Perhaps I might be a heroine still, but I shall never be a good woman, I 
know” [. . .] “I’m capable of a great jerk, an effort, and then a relaxation—but steady every-
day goodness is beyond me” (229).15 Here, Cynthia also points out the nigh impossible 
standard set by that expectation of female virtue: every-day goodness is taxing.  
 The reason that Gaskell has not called more explicit attention to Molly’s heroic nature 
may lie in that frequent use of the words ‘every-day’. Gaskell wanted to write a story true to 
life, realistic in its portrayal of female heroism. Intrinsic to that female goodness is its every-
day quality. Gaskell did not portray Molly as an exceptionable heroine because she is not an 
exception. Instead, Gaskell’s casual treatment of Molly’s heroic nature may have been exactly 
because there were so many girls in nineteenth century England like her – but invisible. They, 
too, married the man of their dreams – if they were lucky – though it meant giving up the 
                                                          
15
 Contrary to my definition of heroine, Cynthia uses ‘heroine’ in the romantic definition. It is typical that 
Cynthia should use the romantic meaning: she is looking to escape reality, while Molly is trying to understand it. 
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chance of fulfilling their personal ideologies. Gaskell honours the nameless masses of 
idealistic girls who aspired to “steady, every-day goodness” by aiding the people around 
them. In the final sentence of Middlemarch, Eliot does the same. In the end, then, 
Middlemarch and Wives and Daughters have the same conclusion about female heroism: “But 
the effect of her being on those around her was incalculably diffusive: for the growing good 
of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts; and that things are not so ill with you and 
me as they might have been, is half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life, 
and rest in unvisited tombs” (MM 640). 
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Conclusion 
 
 
The stories of Dorothea and Molly dovetail unexpectedly to deliver the same message: quiet 
heroism is not the greatest good, but it is good enough. At least, it is the best heroism a 
middle-class Victorian woman can achieve. Middlemarch and Wives and Daughters use 
female heroism in the nineteenth century to explore the relation between idealism and realism. 
They use female heroism as a form of idealism, because heroism is inherently idealistic. 
Heroism requires belief in the possibility that perfection can be achieved by hard work. The 
heroines try to create a perfect society but are countered by realism. Realism, for Gaskell and 
Eliot, partly meant determinism: the theory that everything and everyone is interconnected, so 
nothing can happen outside the system. Thus, determinism prevents the ideal world from 
being formed – unless every single person on earth were to cooperate. The idealism of the 
girls, then, is arrested by the web of causality that surrounds their lives. Gaskell and Eliot, by 
studying the girls in a deterministic society, conclude that female heroism is possible, but not 
to the extent that the girls hoped. The heroism that they can perform is less grand, certainly, 
but it can be effective. This conclusion is a compromise between idealism and realism. 
 To arrive at this conclusion I had to ignore the current categorisation of Eliot and 
Gaskell as high and mediocre Victorian authors. The two novels, similar in period, setting, 
subject and theme, are seldom compared because of the supposed difference in the texts’ 
value. This is the result of modern criticism’s typecasting Gaskell as the common storyteller, 
and Eliot as the Victorian giant. That Gaskell should be valued less highly now as an author 
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because she was a conventional mother becomes increasingly ironic when it is considered as a 
kind of inverted sexism to the kind which Eliot endured during her own controversial life. 
Although Eliot and Gaskell undoubtedly differed in many aspects, they were both realist 
writers. They told every-day stories. Their studies of female heroism came to the same 
conclusion, but by different paths; Gaskell as a devout Christian, Eliot as an atheist struggling 
to found morality in a post-theistic world (Larkin 89). Eliot uses a narrator to comment 
objectively on Dorothea’s idealism in a deterministic world; Gaskell uses the narrative. 
 I have argued that female heroism, as portrayed by Gaskell and Eliot, was realistic as 
well as idealistic. Idealism, the texts say, does exist, and contrary to pessimistic interpretations 
of determinism, it can change a bit of the world. This is how practical female heroism works, 
and why it is idealistic. It is balanced by the believability of the girls’ characters: they have 
human weaknesses as well as ethereal qualities. Most importantly, the girls’ moral 
development is shown to depend on external factors. The vital roles that society and 
circumstance play in determining a life, personality, or moral convictions are examined in 
detail. Seen in this light, many phases of Dorothea and Molly’s development become part of 
the same deterministic studies.  
 For example, the personal philosophies that the girls develop in their late teens 
become a representation of the individual’s attempt to battle against predetermined outcomes. 
The girls’ moral codes are strategies to change the course of predetermined events. The 
heroines are unaware of the web of causality that both predicts their heroic aid, and (often) 
prevents it from taking full effect. Their personal philosophies themselves are merely a 
product of their childhood, heritage and education combined: they “owed everything to 
antecedents and surroundings” (Larkin175). As a result of their deficient education, Dorothea 
and Molly’s moral codes have a certain moral rigidness and severity. Unable to see the area 
between right and wrong, the heroines ultimately injure themselves. 
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 The external influences discussed in Chapter Two become doubly important when 
understood as devices in deterministic texts. For a determinist realist author, the people 
closest to her protagonist “constantly if imperceptibly modify [her] successive encounters 
with the outside world” (Larkin 176). This is what Eliot means by saying: “For there is no 
creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not greatly determined by what lies outside 
it” (MM 640). In short, the people surrounding the heroines have more influence on their lives 
than they themselves. For example, the confidence gap that Molly and Dorothea experience is 
only there in comparison to others. Besides showing the helplessness of the girls in such a 
determined world, this approach also shows the predetermined actions of the people around 
them. Their father figures, for example, appear to possess the power that the heroines 
themselves lack – the power of education and knowledge. However, Gaskell and Eliot show 
that even the seemingly personal parenting choices of Brooke and Gibson are predictable; 
they do what is expected of them. For the sake of society’s good opinion, they choose the 
acceptable female “toy-box” education (MM  95). In addition, the fathers figures’ severe 
responses to the girls’ moral decisions are explained if viewed in a determinist realist context: 
the fathers do what they think will benefit their wards best in Victorian society.
16
 
 The mother figures, offering valuable advice – accepted by Molly, but ignored by 
Dorothea – seem to be aware of the implications of the determinism that Gaskell and Eliot are 
investigating. Their actions, focused more on material than spiritual guidance, are calculated 
to make the best of the materials available. Hyacinth prepares Molly for high society; Lady 
Harriet reinstates her good name. The mothers work within the system of causality. Eliot’s 
Mrs Cadwallader, too, is aware of the possible life choices available to Dorothea, and would 
advise her to take the most profitable one. The sisters, too, are more aware of the realistic 
implications of the determined cosmos than the heroines. They go for looks rather than 
                                                          
16
 These severe responses, for example, are Gibson’s reaction to Molly’s brave help in the Preston scandal, and 
Brooke’s advice to Dorothea when she intends to marry Will. 
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substance, because it improves their chances of marrying well. Again, the idealism of a 
personal philosophy is contrasted by the practical uses of pretty dresses and jewellery. The 
authors prove the sisters right: they both make excellent matches, and seem to have a happy 
life ahead.  
 Finally, the heroines encountered difficulties in which they were obliged to use their 
moral codes. Because of their failed attempts to use their potential heroism, either because it 
was unwanted or because it was unsustainable, I have called their heroic potential unfulfilled. 
A sceptic might reply that heroism should not be gauged by utility, but because the active use 
of their personal philosophies was so crucial to the heroines, I do investigate it as such. Either 
way, I do not mean to say that their heroism was useless. As Gaskell and Eliot imply with 
their texts about ‘every-day’ idealism, heroism does not have to be on a monumental scale (as 
with St Theresa and Florence Nightingale) to be effective. Even in a deterministic world, 
inherent goodness can achieve small effects. Even so, Dorothea and Molly’s idealism cannot 
change the big problems of their time, let alone their towns.  
 Still, Eliot and Gaskell take the most positive outlook available to them on the clash of 
idealism and realism. Although the novels differ unmistakably in tone, language and approach 
to determinism (one Christian, the other agnostic), they offer the same belief about nineteenth 
century female heroism. As authors, they have a power over their characters which is might 
also be ascribed to the determined cosmos or to God. As Larkin says, both authors “tended to 
be merciful in exercising [their] own omnipotence over [their] fictional characters” (81). 
Thus, instead of allowing Dorothea and Molly to fail miserably in their attempt to do good, 
they make a compromise. They find the common ground between moral determinism and 
personal responsibility. Next to a happy marriage, such as a lucky protagonist would get in a 
standard Victorian novel, the girls’ preserve their potential heroism. They are allowed to 
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retain the idealism that gave them their personal philosophies. Furthermore, they are given the 
power of quiet heroism: small acts of goodness that change a bit of the world around them.  
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